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This study was commissioned by SIDA in the context of a grow-
ing situation of crisis in the education systems of Various
African countries, under the pressures of economic decline,
natural disaster, and, in some instances, destabilization. It
comes at an opportune time in both Zambia and, particularly,
Mozambique, where the crisis has been especially accentuated,
as SIDA and the concerned ministries in both countries are
preparing to regulate the next three-year support agreement
in the field of education. The study was carried out during
two weeks in August in Mocambique and two weeks in September
in Zambia.

The basic question to be addressed by the study was: can Swe-
den's support to education be redesigned in such a way that
it would more effectively help the national government to
cope with and overcome the ongoing crisis?
This implied both an in -depth analysis of the nature and ef -
fects of the crisis, as well as the proposing of some mea-
sures to surmount it, which could be implemented by the gov-
ernment and be given Swedish assistance. The study
delegations were privileged to receive direct, concerned, and
fully involved support from many Zambian and Mozambican
authorities, notably the Ministries of Education, which aided
them by freely providing information and by assessing our
interpretation of the situation.
The report should be read as a concerned contribution to
meeting the challenges posed by the crisis, and as constitut -
ing a series of independent recommendations, for further dis -
cussion within and between SIDA and the Mozambican and Zam-
bian Education Ministries. It in no way constitutes or repre-
sents'any policy commitment by either the Ministries or SIDA.
There has been an attempt to make the report as direct,
objective, and open as possible within the time limitations
of the terms of reference.

We trust that this report will at least open a number of is -
sues for discussion and analysis, and at best that it will be
a useful contribution to Zambia's and Mozambique's
educational development.

Stockholm, October 1987

Lennart Wohlgemuth
Head of Education Division
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R@NOllIC CRISIS AND EDUCATION IN HOZAHBIOUB AND ZAMBIA: WHAT POLICY OPTIONS AND
STRATEGIES?

1 INTRODUCTION

The two case studies were commissioned by SIDA to assess the
extent to which the current economic and social crisis facing
most of the countries in Africa is affecting their educa-
tional systems' coverage and performance, both in terms of
quantitative and qualitative aspects. The major question was:
Can Sweden's assistance to education systems undergoing cri -
sis be adjusted in such a way as to help the countries cope
more effectively with the situation? Underlying the choice of
the two case studies was also a further implicit question: Is
it possible for Sweden to develop a fairly standard policy
for assistance to countries whose educational systems are
severely constrained?

To the first question, the studies give grounds for a quali -
fied yes. To the second, the grounds for a qualified no are
given in the- conclusion of this paper.

2 THE CASE STUDIES

Given the extent and depth of the crisis affecting them, and
the approaching negotiations over SIDA support to education
in each of the countries over the coming three years, Mozam-
bique and Zambia were singled out for special consideration.

Both countries have one glaring common problem - their
economies are in steady decline, their exports have fallen,
their currencies have declined in purchasing power and ex-
change value. Consequently, their educational systems have
been receiving relatively less financial resources in real
terms, a factor which has seriously constrained the function -
ing of the system. Of particular concern was the issue that
the crisis was rapidly reducing the quality of primary educa-
tion and access to it. This is contributing to greater social
inequality and inequity. Furthermore, in neither case are
there hopeful indications that their economies will pick up
soon.

In Zambia, the economic decline has come up partly as a re -
sult of its dependence on a single major export copper,
whose extraction is becoming more expensive while its market
price has steadily fallen. Although there are attempts to di -
versify the economy in view of the dwindling copper reserves,
these will take a long time to yield significant positive re-
sults. In the meantime, planners have to cope with limited
resources in their efforts to restructure the economy.

In Mozambique, one is looking much more at a situation of ex-
ternally imposed ruin. The totality of factors behind the
situation is far more complex than in Zambia, but one factor
stands out. South Africa is behind the terrorist activities
which have devastated almost all sectors of the economy. Fur-
thermore, there are no signs as yet that South Africa intends
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to stop its disruptive campaign against Mozambique. Against
this background, it is very difficult, if not impossible, for
the planners to have effective control over the direction of
the country's future.
These absolute statements have of course, some relativity. On
one hand, South Africa has already exerted a degree of dis -
ruptive pressure on the Zambian economy, and it cannot be de-
nied that this pressure will broaden. On the other, the
Mozambican government, as indeed is the case with Zambia, is
fully committed to the development of the country. Were peace
to prevail, Mozambique has considerable diversified resources
which could provide a basis for growth and development.

We may thus conclude that, if the problem is how to deal with
Zambia's and Hozambique's economic crisis and the resulting
educational crisis, there is need to pay particular attention
also to the causal factors which lie beyond the boundaries of
these countries.

FEATURBS OF THB ECONOHIC CRISIS

In Zambia, the economic and social crisis has manifested it -
self in various ways. GDP has fallen in real value. The con-
tribution of minerals to GDP has dropped from 44 per cent
(1964-70) to 14 per cent, with the contribution to government
revenue standing at 13 per cent. The value of the Kwacha has
steadily declined over the last six years (1982-April 1987).
Per capita growth rate for 1984-85 stood at - 1.0 per cent.
Against this background stands also a huge foreign debt -
4.63 billion USD, and a rapidly growing population, of which
49 per cent is under 15 years of age and 48 per cent is ur-
banized. The net effect of these factors has been reflected
in Zambia's recent decisions to ask lender countries to
reschedule her loan repayments, to cut public spending and to
reduce employment in the public sector.

In Mozambique, large borrowings made for investment purposes
during a period of growth (1977-1981) were supplemented by
subsequent loans to finance consumer goods imports, national
disaster relief, armaments et al., all contributing to con-
stant budget deficit and a steadily growing national debt. In
parallel, worsening terms of trade, unavailability of con-
sumer goods, currency inflation and black marketing served to
initiate a spiral of declining exports, which thereafter was
aggravated by bandit actions which disrupted production,
transport and communications. The GNP declined at least 35
per cent in real terms from 1981-86, while the financial
losses caused by the bandit terror have been estimated at
over 5 billion USD. In addition, South Africa's decision to
reduce the employment of migrant labourers from Mozambique
has only exacerbated the crisis in the country's already dev-
astated economy. Substantial income has been lost following
South Africa's reduction of migrant labour from Mozambique.
The redirection of imports and exports a way from Mozambican
railways and harbours has also resulted in enormous income
losses. In all, South Africa's policy of economic destabi -
lization has cost Mozambique close to another 5 billion USD.
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The net result of all these developments is that the coun-
try's economic infrastructure has been largely destroyed,
production has been disrupted, and unemployment has risen.
The government budget expenditure too has fallen tremendously
in real terms.

HBASURES TO MEET THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CRISIS.

The Zambian government with the support of international
agencies (IMF in particular) began taking corrective measures
in the second half of the 1970's. The Kwacha, for instance,
has been devalued at intervals since 1976; in 1978 Zambia
agreed to the IMF economic programme designed to reduce the
high rate of inflation and restore the balance of payments.
Since 1983 other new measures have been introduced to curb
further overall expenditures and reduce budgetary deficits. A
freeze on employment in the public sector has been imposed.
Other measures have included imposing foreign exchange re -
strictions on recurrent spending and making efforts to in -
crease economic diversification and domestic production in
agricultural and primary commodity'sectors. Recent budgetary
policies have emphasized domestic savings.

However, Zambia's decision (ist May 1987) to abandon the IMF
economic recovery programme has meant suspending economic
liberalization measures that had earlier been instituted,
such as the decontrol policy on prices. While the Western in -
ternational community has been sympathetic to the economic
and social hardships Zambia has been going through during the
IMF programme, Zambia's decision on IMF has dismayed many
donors. Although the full economic implications of this deci-
sion have yet to become clear, it is evident that the suspen-
sion of the programme has only provided Zambia a temporary
respite. The Interim National Development Plan (1987/88)
which followed the IMF suspension (July 1987) has equally
been received with mixed reactions which in general are not
very positive.

In Mozambique the government (in consultation with the IMF)
has implemented a series of drastic measures to redress the
economic decline. The national currency has been deflated by
about 1.000 per cent, wages raised by 225 per cent, the state
budget cut by 20 per cent, underemployed workers and surplus
civil servants have been declared redundant, a general ratio -
nalization programme has been introduced, a number of state
subsidies and services have been withdrawn or this cost
transferred to the consumer. Some state services and produc -
tive sectors have been privatised (or at least destatised).
Paper money is rapidly being squeezed out of the economy: the
black market rate on foreign currency vis -a- vis the official
rate has dropped from 45:1 to 2:1. Exports have been made
cheaper and imports dearer. Market liberalization has signif -
icantly raised prices by 200 - 400 %, to the advantage of the
producers. It seems that under these measures the economy is
slowing picking up again.
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EFFBCTS OF THB CRISIS ON THB EDUCATION SYSTEHS

Inasmuch as the nature and scale of the crisis are so much
more alarming in Mozambique, it is not surprising that its
effects on education in Mozambique and the consequences of
those effects are much worse than in Zambia.

In Zambia, although the economic difficulties have forced the
government to reduce drastically its budgetary allocation to
education, the sector, through community support and access
widening measures, has managed'to retain a high net enroll -
ment in primary schooling. Total enrollments which stood at
683,912 in 1975 had risen to 1.365 million in 1986, an in-
crease of 100 per cent.

However, the MGEC has still to grapple with other problems
such as the problem of rapid urbanization (6.7 per cent
growth 1969-80) and its effects on provision of school ser-
vices. The problem of providing wider access to Grade 5 in
rural areas is also yet to be solved. And overage children
are still found in grade 1 cohorts, an indication that many
eligible children cannot gain access to schooling at 7 years
of age. Unless the economy picks up soon there is a real pos -
sibility that what has been achieved so far could sooner or
later be lost.
In Mozambique, the government's efforts since independence to
turn the elitist and exclusive education system to the ser-
vice of the people led, through a period of enormously rapid
expansion, to a situation where the previous education pat -
tern was reproduced on a much larger scale: wide at the bot-
tom (though still not wide enough to take in everyone eligi -
ble) and a sharp narrow top as the stages move towards sec-
ondary and university levels. Along the way from grade to
successive grade a kind of halving process can be seen to be
taking place, starting with around 500 000 children in ist
glade and ending with about 2 000 young adults in 9th grade,
and 1 000 in 10th grade. Although the system's coverage grew
steadily up to 1980, thereafter enrollment slowed down at al -
most all levels up to 1984. Since then all indicators reveal
a downward trend in coverage, quality and efficiency at al -
most every level and in every track of the educational sys-
tem. At the bottom of the pyramid, the financing of primary
education has been reduced to the payment of salaries (whose
real value dropped by about half from 1981 to 1986). Mean-
while, terrorist activities have read to over two thousand
schools being destroyed or closed, which has affected about
500,000 pupils. At the top of the pyramid, the annual total
sum of graduates from the 9th grade general secondary and
basic level technical schools dwindled from 3,800 to 2,250
between 1982 and 1986 - for a population of 14 million. This
means that Mozambique still has over 90 per cent of all
pupils concentrated in the primary level, and that the educa-
tion structure of the population is still: about 70 per cent
illiterate; 22 per cent have less than 4 years of schooling;
6 per cent have four years of schooling, and the more highly
educated few constitute the last 2 per cent.
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ADOPTED STRATEGIES FOR EDUCATION

The Zambian government has adopted two strategies: The trans-
feral of costs to users or parents and increased cost- effi -
ciency. Parents must now provide school requisites, such as
textbooks, exercise books, pencils etc. In 1985 the govern-
ment introduced a K100 termly fee for every pupil attending a
boarding school. This was later followed up with the intro -
duction of school fees for all non-zambians attending
schools.

Many far - reaching measures which are designed to widen educa-
tion cost transfers have just been worked out and are now
waiting cabinet approval. Among these are: the institution of
a general education levy to be handled by district councils;
a recommendation to expand existing PTAS into production co-
operatives; and incentive grants to the establishment of pri -
vate institutions at many levels.

As for cost -efficiency the government has recommended new
regulations which should eliminate wastage in the employment
and distribution of teachers. One such proposal is that the
government should discontinue paying salaries to non- working
teachers (i.e. teachers on transfer who cannot be offered
posts) and introduce a minimum teaching load policy. However,
efficiency problems that have seriously affected production
and distribution of educational materials do not seem to have
attracted government attention.

In the face of severe economic crisis and resource con-
straints, the Mozambican government has continued its policy
of rationalization and has increased its attention to cost -
saving and cost- efficiency measures. Aspects of administra-
tive efficiency have also received particular attention. Spe-
cific measures that have been taken are: making attempts to
maintain constant enrollments in major sections of the sys -
tem; making efforts to complete primary school coverage in
towns and at economic growth points; introducing automatic
promotion in lower grades; imposing entry age ceiling re-
strictions; putting limitations on the permitted years of
repetition; improving evaluation methods; and reviewing in -
ternal regulations in the vocational track. The government is
also going ahead with its planned educational reform pro -
gramme. The reform is designed to widen access to seven years
of primary education and to raise teacher supply and quality.

CONCLUSIONS

The two case studies have shown that, despite there being
some similarities in the factors that have produced the cur -
rent economic crisis in Mozambique and Zambia, the crisis has
affected the countries' educational systems differently. It
can be discerned, for example, that some of Mozambique's cur-
rent educational problems have a historical origin. Thus,
economic and military destabilization have served to aggra-
vale the situation and block efforts to redress the problems.
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All the same, there are some common factors: both countries
are explicitly committed to the development and improvement
of their educational systems, but are doing so under severe
resource constraints; both countries are running large
teacher training programmes; they have a problematic situa -
tion with regard to educational materials; and both have
problems with their educational administration. Both coun-
tries are against donors helping pay teachers' salaries. This
means in effect that the capacity of the governments to pay
the salaries of teachers will, to a large extent, constrain
the growth of the education sector. This places on the Gov-
ernments a heavy burden which can be borne only through mak-
ing serious inroads into the provision of capital investment
and school materials of all kinds. In this context, judicious
foreign support to other kinds of recurrent expenditure and
to provision of school materials can assume a large and posi -
live role. On the contrary, injudicious support can lead to
higher wage bills and financial commitments which the two
governments has no way of meeting.

It is clear, however, that the salaries of teachers have come
to comprise the greatest expenditure on education in the two
countries; at primary level, the governments' spending man-
ages to cover only this cost. At the same time, both govern-
ments are continuing to train fairly large numbers of teach-
ers. In Zambia, where there is little need (or room) for more
teachers in the system, this has led to numbers of underem-
Ployed teachers. In Mozambique, where school coverage is very
far from total, new teachers can serve to alleviate the load
on those already teaching, or for network expansion purposes.
However, in both cases the training of new teachers is an
€Xpensive matter, and their addition to the system can only
raise its cost. In Zambia and Mozambique, it seems also that
the training of new teachers is not improving the quality of
the system significantly, while the proportion of under- or
un-trained teachers working in the system seems to have re-
mained rather high. In this case, it seems important rather
to retrain and up-grade existing teachers, and therefore also
reduce the amount of new training, because of the related
Problems of efficiency and cost.
Effectively, the countries' inability to pay for, or subsi-
dize, educational materials must also increase inequities in
the system as well as reduce teaching quality itself. This
problem must be evaluated against the costs of teacher train -
ing.

These similarities lead us to the conclusion that there are
some particular areas in common which Swedish aid can use-
fully support, these being:

support to programmes to enhance the quality and flexibil -
ity of education administration and planning;

support to the provision of books and materials to schools;

support to in - service teacher training and upgrading;
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support to self -help schemes for school improvement and ex-
tension, and for production of educational materials jo-
cally.

Although the studies have served to identify these common ar-
eas of strategic importance, they also show that the context
and forms of support have to be carefully researched and de-
cided in each individual case. For instance, the specific
problems of Zambia lead us to recommend some capital invest -
ment in primary school building in urban and rural areas,
along self -help lines, to increase the system's coverage and
efficiency. The problems of Mozambique read us to recommend
de-emphasizing the primary education sector in favour of in -
creased support to higher levels of in - service and techni-
cal/vocational.training. The studies show that the problems
are most urgent in Mozambique, and that innovative forms of
support to its education sector need to be seriously consid-
ered.

These examples show that it would be difficult for SIDa to
develop a common "crisis -management policy" for education
systems under economic stress.

However, the work done points to the possibility of SIDA
adopting a common approach for developing support policies to
countries whose education systems are in crisis. Such an ap-
proach would involve:
- joint consultations on the education sector's priorities,

most important shortcomings, most vulnerable sectors, and
most crucial structural weaknesses;

- joint consultations on the country's economic and social
policies, priorities, and problems, and their implications
for the education sector;

whereupon, support priorities can be jointly identified and
forms of cooperation established.

Finally, it seems best that Sweden combine a policy of gen-
eral long- term guaranteed commitment with a policy of flexi -
ble response to developments in the recipient's education
System.
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UBSTION OF SURVIVAL

1 SUHHARY

This section of the report looks into the economic crisis af -
fecting Mozambique as a result, interalia, of South African
economic and military destabilization, and analyses the cri -
sis in education as affected by economic decline and system-
internal problems.

The economic crisis is exceptionally severe. In real terms,
from 1981 to 1986, the GNP dropped by 35 %, overall state ex-
penditure by 58%, and educational expenditure by 48%. In
1986, the state budget was cut across the board by 20%. In
1987, measures introduced under the Economic Rehabilitation
Programme (PRE) devalued the currency by 1 000%, raised
prices by 200-400%, raised wages by 225% (or more for higher
echelons), and introduced rationalization measures reducing
the modern sector labour force and the civil service. There
has been some privatization of production and distribution.
Some state services' costs have been transferred to the con-
sumer, while rents and amenity prices have been or are being
raised considerably. One result has been an increase in so-
cial differentiation and inequity.

Estimates indicate that local production of food will cover
only about 8% of market needs in 1987-88. Other estimates in-
dicate that infant mortality has risen to nearly 50%. Bandit
terrorism has destroyed transports, communications, economic
infrastructure, and social and administrative services.
Schools, health posts, rural shops and warehouses, and admin-
istration buildings have been prime targets. Alternating
droughts and floods have taken a heavy toll, and bandit ac-
tions have hindered relief activities.

Hundreds of thousands of people have fled into towns or over
the borders, while about 4 million people are considered to
be in danger of starvation. South African destabilization of
the economy has included reducing its use of Mozambique ports
and railways by about 90%, while at least 70 thousand Mozam-
bican immigrant workers have been made redundant and returned
home, increasing local unemployment and reducing foreign in-
come extremely. We are forced unhappily to conclude that all
available indicators point only to continued South African
aggression and continued economic instability, if only as a
result. However, some preliminary indicators point to a cer-
tain revival of production as a consequence of the PRE mea-
sures.
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The crisis has rebounded on the education system also. In ef -
fect, there has been not only a down swing in the real value
of expenditure on the system, but since 1984 also a down turn
in enrollment in many of the system's components and a gen-
eral drop in the number of graduates in as good as all the
system's tracks and levels. The table below lays out develop-
ments from base year 1984 and requires little further com-
ment.

Table 1. Changes in enrollment and graduation 1984-1987

Enrollment Graduation
1984 1987 ai % - age 1984 1986 ai % -age

change 5chan e
Primary
1-4 1,237,817 1,194,000 bi - 3.5 72,143 75,204 Ci +3.4

General Secondary
5- 6 103,970 115,045 Öl +11.6 20,176 15,953 - 20.9
7-9 1?,461 23,230 +33.0 1,829 1,532 - 16.2
10- 11 €) 1,967 2,089 +16.2 367 470 (+28.1)

Technical secondar
1,515 183 - 87.9 478 86 - 82.0

Basic 9,723 7,590 - 21.9 1,511 710 - 53.0
Medium €) 1,598 1,293 - 19.1 318 229 ( - 28.0)

University ei g) 1,151 1,569 +36.3 54 108 ( + 100 )

Adult courses
Literacy and- 13,233 6,754 -49.0

185,166 83,327 -55.0
Post- literacy hi 7,596 4,837 - 36.3
5- 6 24,156 15.248 -36.9 3,403 2,254 - 33.8
7- 9 11,586 10,700 - 7.6 676 407 ( - 39.8)
10- 11 €) 861 934 +8.5 36 52 (+44.4)

Öl Figures for 1986 (graduation) and 1987 (enrollment) are given as provisional and
may turn out to be slightly higher. Equivalent figures for 1985 and 1986 respec-
tively, show the same tendencies.

bi This figure includes new 5th Grade.
Ci 1985 - there were no "final" 4th Glade graduates in 1986 due to new Sth Glade.
Öl 1986 - the 1987 figures reflect discontinuation of old 5th Glade.
ei These figures are very small, so the percentages (in brackets) are somewhat mrs -
leading.
f) Elementary level is in the process of a planned phasing - out

9) 1986 enrollment and 1985 graduation.
hi Enrollment reflects sum of attendance in literacy and post-literacy.
Source: CNP (1987); MINED (1987 c), (1987 d).
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Behind the figures indicated lie first and foremost the
bandit disruptions of the system and the society. Mass move-
mont of the population creates general instability and demor-
alization, even for those not directly affected. Starvation
and poverty bring hungry participants to school and irregu -
larly at that. Thousands of schools serving hundreds of thou-
sands of pupils have been destroyed or closed. However, nu-
merous other factors contribute to the situation: the falling
real value of teacher salaries, poor working conditions for
teachers, the breakdown of in -service teacher upgrading
activities, the fall in state expenditure on materials,
delays and calamities in distribution of available materials,
and a rigid formal system of time-tabling and examinations,
to name but a few.

In the face of these difficulties the government is taking
some measures to improve internal efficiency, but other un-
avoidable measures (such as passing book and material distri -
button costs onto the consumer) will probably work in an op-
posite direction. Meanwhile the government is pressing ahead
against all odds to change the system according to the re-
forms planned in 1979-1982, converting it from a 4- 2 - 3 - 2 to a
7- 3 - 2 structure, and raising the intake level and length of
training for new teachers.

We conclude that a number of measures need to be taken to im-
prove the internal efficiency of the system, that the ques-
tion of rising costs for material and books needs urgently to
be analysed, that available resources need to be concentrated
on graduating more people from the higher levels of the sys-
lem and on implementing parallel - to- service strategies
(evening classes, on-the- job-training, and in- service upgrad-
ing of teachers), and that the reform implementation needs to
be reconsidered, for instance in terms of opting for a 6- 3 - 2
system and of delaying the implementation of planned reforms
in the training of new teachers.

As far as Swedish aid is concerned, we recommend some
changes in priorities for funding, in line with our analysis
of the problems of the systems. In particular, we think that
SIDA should give more support to retraining and upgrading of
workers and teachers on-the-job, with a view to helping
Mozambique reduce system costs, raise internal efficiency,
and rapidly increase graduation levels. We know unhappily
that following these recommendations will make the system
more elitist and urban-concentrated, but consider this the
best way of making education contribute to resolving the eco-
nomic crisis under present conditions.
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PAST AND PRESENT USB OF RBSOURCBS FOR EDUCATION

Government nditure on education

In parallel with, and to a large extent because of, the on-
going - destabilization of the country, the real value of the
financial resources attributed to education has gone down
vertiginously. The table below shows national expenditure on
education in a resumée form (for a fuller account, the inter -
ested leader is referred to Annex 3).

Table 2. National e enditure on education 1980-1986 recurrent and investment in
billion meticais 1

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 19se 2)

In current rices:

Total state
expenditure

Expenditure
on education

% education

GNP

% education

24.0

2.9

12.1

78.9

3.5

31.3 33.8

3.2 3.9

10.2 11.5

81.4 91.6

3.7 4.1

In 1980 constant Brices l)

GNP

Total state
expenditure

Expenditure
on education

78.9 79.8 76.3

24.0 30.6 28.2

2.9 3.1 3.2

38.8

4.3

11.1

92.5

4.3

59.7

25.0

2.8

33.5 32.5 39.4

4.43) 4.43) 4.84)

13.1

109.4

3.8

54.2

16.6

2.2

13.5

147.8

3.2

56.6

12.5

1.7

12.2

159.0

2.8

52.1

12.9

1.6

In real terms the GNP has, from 1981 to 1986, dropped by 35%,
state expenditure by 58%, and educational expenditure by 48%.
We need not look much further for explanation of much of the
crisis in education; we will, however, look further into the
forms of the impact of the restricted financial resources.

1) Figures and deflation indices derived from Informacao Estatistica 1986 (CNP,
1987, pp 28, 32-34)
2) Provisional
3) Estimated redistribution of biennial expenditure

4) Estimate from levels pertaining from 1981 to 1986
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Most of educational expenditure goes to staffing and then
mostly to teacher salaries. The table below indicates the
percentage of the budget actually spent in 1984 on the di -
verse areas and levels of education. It should be noted that
the survey which derived these figures excludes Cabo Delgado
Province, and accounted for 3.9 billion of the 4.4 billion
meticais (including 0.2 billion capital investment) spent on
education. Furthermore, it does not cover international aid,
which comes mostly in the form of personnel, equipment and
material.

Table 3. Distribution of educational egpenditure, 1984, %

Level, Teaching Non- - Material Total
Staff teaching and

Staff services

Primary
Secondary
Adult educ
Technical
Teacher train
Higher
Central admin
Provincial admin
Hostels

TOTAL

39.3
11.3
1.7
4.4
1.4
2.5

60.6

öl)

0.2
1.0
0.2
1.3
0.4
2.0 €1)

3.9
5.2
1.7

15.9

0.2
1.9
0.2
1.4
1.6
3.2
8.3
4.5
2.2

23.5

39,7
14.2
2.1
7.1
3.4
7.7

12.2
9.7
3.9

100.0
(3,890m Met)

Source: Duvieusart (1986).

Notable in this table are the costs of material and services
at central and provincial levels. Material costs at central
level cover textbook cost subsidization, inter alia, but the
provincial costs are surprising. It may be deduced that some
boarding hostel costs may be included here.

In 1986, all ministries received directives to cut their bud-
get expenditure by 20%. The Ministry of Education attempted
to achieve this target by staff rationalization and by re-
duced expenditure on material without putting any teachers
out of work. In fact, the 20% cut on material expenditure was
executed, but salary expenditure was only cut by about ten
percent. This was achieved in part by reorganizing subsidiary
non-educational activities in cooperative forms and by remov-
ing productive workers employed by schools from the state
payroll, these workers to be paid by their own production in
the future. Administrative costs were cut down mainly by re -
ducing the size of the provincial and district directorates,
and by returning teachers from these directorates to schools- this latter measure reallocating costs without reducing

Öl Hypothetical divis ion; total staff 4.5%
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them overall, and making it possible to keep more schools go-
ing.

Within the framework of the Economic Rehabilitation Programme
(henceforth called PRE),further savings are being introduced
this year by privatizing the school material distribution
services and including costs and profits in the sales price
of materials. In tune with overall revision of salaries and
prices, this means that primary level pupils have to pay per
year around 2,000 MT each. It is too early for any evaluation
of the effects of this measure, but it is inevitable that
families with many children, and poor families at that, will
be hard put to send their children to school. This may reduce
primary enrollment, even significantly, unless some kind of
selective subsidy system can be implemented by the Govern-
ment. Furthermore, it seems that adult education books are
being sold in very small quantities, which points to either
decreasing adult enrollment or adults coming into classes
without books.

At present, small fees (in relative terms) are payable from
seventh to eleventh grade, and monthly fees are paid for
hostel accommodation. Fees still have to be revised, for
1988, in line with general price measures. It is the inten-
tion of the Government not to impose any fees at the primary
level. The fees paid revert to the Ministry of Finance, and
should thus be discounted against the net budget costs and
unit costs based on government expenditure for secondary
education.

As can be seen from the table above, primary education is the
sub-sector which has the largest budget outlay, but almost
entirely in the form of teacher salaries. However, a survey
of unit costs gives a different impression. The table below
indicates the unit annual costs per education level excluding
non-allocated costs such as central and provincial adminis -
tration.

Table 4. Annual recurrent unit costs er education level

Level 1981
Unit
cost

MT

Standar-
dized
cost

1984
Unit
cost

MT

Standar-
dized
cost

Primary 1 , 260
Secondary 5- 9 6 , 587
Secondary 10- 11 18,590
Technical 21 , 488
Teacher training 29,054
University 131 , 603

1
5

15
17
23

104

1,763
6,866

25, 161
29,810
41,598

203 ,029

1

4
14
17
24

115

Source: adapted from Duvieusart, 1986, pp 9- 11

We may note that the apparent large - scale increase per unit
from 1981 to 1984 15 not, in most cases, a real cost increase
given the inflation over that period. Indeed, where current
unit costs have not increased much, it implies that the unit
expenditure in real terms has fallen significantly. Overall,
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from 1980 to 1986, teachers and other staff have taken the
brunt of the crisis, as the purchasing power of their
salaries has decreased over that time to one half or even one
third. The unit cost for secondary education from grades
five to nine has remained surprisingly low. The numbers en-
rolled at this level have risen fast, but probably with the
effect of reducing the number of boarders and thus the unit
boarding cost included in the calculation.
In terms of unit costs, two levels give cause for great con-
cern. In 1984, teacher training cost nearly seven times the
average GDP per capita, and university training no less than
32 times that (Duvieusart, 1986, p 10). Furthermore, univer-
sity expenses rose significantly both in real and unit terms
between 1981 and 1984. It looks as if one of the first places
for severe rationalization efforts should be the university.
In 1984, the university seems to have incurred more materials
and Service costs than the whole of the primary education
SYStem, while Duvieusart's report indicates that the univer-
Sity has a very high level of non-teaching staff, a signifi -
Cant additional proportion of total central administration
costs, and a number of faculties, especially Arts and Sci-
€nC€. which are being run at an astoundingly high price.
A9&inst these costs should be weighed the fact that fees paid
for university attendance are rather low - 1,000 MT per
course per term.

Another area of cost saving appears to be teacher training.
The plans for teacher training currently being implemented
imply a steady rise in the intake qualification level and the
number of years of training to be given. The full implemente-
tion of these plans will also mean a steady increase in the
cest per graduated trained teacher and in the salary costs in
each level of education.

Other cost aspects which give cause for concern are implicit
in the plans to extend primary education to cover seven
Srades. This is either going to mean high capital costs in
School network expansion or high recurrent and capital costs
in expansion of boarding facilities. In either case, one has
also to consider the costs of employing more teachers and of
the increased consumption of materials. Given that education
has received an insignificant amount of capital to invest
through the budget, neither of these options seems very fea-
sible.
In cost terms, even the expansion in numbers and coverage of
primary education seems difficult. It should in this context
be noted that for this level, the State is now paying virtu -
ally only teacher salaries, as the cost of material is being
shifted onto the shoulders of the parents.

In absolute terms, the direct and indirect taxes levied by
the State should be the major foundation for the education
budget. Unfortunately, the State has been borrowing money
from international creditors and the national banking system
to finance the budget. In fact, a good deal of the expendi-
ture on education is thus ultimately in the form of general
government loans. This entails that it is highly unlikely
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that education for some time to come will receive funds ema-
nating from government income-generating sources. As the Gov-
ernment's policy is to restrict borrowing, the education sys -
tem can only expect at best a constant, but most probably a
falling, allocation and has thus to find alternate sources
for financing its operations.

2.2 Community resources

Apart from taxes, the community contributes significantly to
meeting some of the educational expenses and itself incurs
various costs by sending children to school. Most of the pri -
mary school network is composed of small schools built by the
community itself. A proportion of lower secondary school in -
stallations has also been constructed in this way. Rural fam-
ilies incur a level of foregone income by the absence of
their children from production.

Families have always had to pay a small price for books and
materials. Duvieusart (1986) calculated that in 1984, primary
school per capita cost on these items were 117 Meticais, of
which 22 Meticais is covered by the budget, 55 by foreign aid
and 40 by parents. In 1987, it seems that families are spend-
ing over 2,000 Meticais per child on material. The increase
is partly that there are many more books to buy, and partly
because in effect distribution costs have been moved over to
the parents.Book production costs are still highly subsidized
by the budget and foreign aid as authorship and layout costs
are hidden in the form of State personnel salaries and the
paper is donated from abroad. Some books are even being
reprinted overseas with all costs paid by agency donation.

At secondary level, a fee is paid in fiscal stamps amounting
to 600 - 1,000 Meticais for day students and to 1,000 3,000
Meticais for adult students per academic year. In boarding
schools, boarders pay 100 - 300 Meticais per month. Duviue -
sart (1986) points out that families pay a 30 - 100 Meticais
contribution to the school social fund to help needy school -
children. The fees still have to be adjusted to fall in line
with general price policy.

In some cases, firms pay a fee for placing workers in techni -
cal, vocational and adult boarding courses. In 1984, further -
more, the university received 3.5 million Meticais from con-
tributions paid by firms.

2.3 Contributions from school roduction

School production is another possible way for income to be
generated for education. The Director of the World Food
Programme gave a good account of efficient large - scale food
production being undertaken at many boarding schools. Techni -
cal schools in the course of practical training produce items
for marketing which bring in income at least 61 million
Meticais in total in 1984. The value of such production ac -
tivities is hard to estimate, as some production is consumed
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at school and most schools have an extremely shaky accounting
system.

aid contributions
Numerous agencies are providing contributions to the educa-
lion system, many on the basis of a single project, few in
terms of long-term commitment. The contributions can be di -
vided into grants and loans to education.

A substantial number of donors contribute to the provision of
didactic materials and textbooks. This takes the form of pa -
per (Norway and Canada), textbook printing (Finland), geome-
try instruments and basic school material (Holland), publish -
ing and printing (Sweden), laboratories (Italy, German Demo-
cratic Republic), books for school libraries (Federal Repub-
lic of Germany), and equipment for hostels (Holland). Some of
these donations include support to development of national
capacity to produce material or to use equipment supplied. A
request for language laboratories and sports equipment has
been made to Japan.

The largest single donor is the World Food Programme, which
supplies food to around 170 boarding institutions and emer-
gency food to primary schools in war-torn areas.

A number of donors also contribute to infrastructural devel-
opment. Sweden, Denmark and the Soviet Union support the con-
struction, development and equipping of technical schools and
teacher training institutes along with technical assistance
in the form of teachers and technicians. Switzerland is sup-
porting development of new primary schools and an office for
support to self -help construction. West Germany supports a
school reconstruction and school production project in Man-
ica Province. Holland has financed the construction of an
adult educator training centre in Beira (Manga).

Various donors contribute to the training of personnel, ei -
ther through technical assistance (GDR, Sweden, UK, USSR),
scholarships (GDR, UK, USA, USSR) or provision of whole
schools abroad (Cuba, GDR). Italy, Sweden, Unicef and the
World Lutheran Federation support experimental projects and
personnel development in various areas of the system. Holland
and the USSR provide personnel support to the University. A
number of NGO'S are involved in small projects, often with a
high component of personnel support.

Almost all foreign support is provided in the form of person-
nel, training and direct imports of materials and equipment,
and is thus not easily quantifiable in financial terms. The
largest donors are the WFP, the USSR, Sweden, Norway, Holland
and the GDR. Cuba's contribution through the provision of
four schools in Cuba must also be of high value.

The Ministry of Education is in the initial stages of devel-
oping projects from loans promised by IBRD and the African
Development Bank. The former will develop Maputo's primary
school network and the Commercial Institute, support training
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at two University faculties, and assist the Ministry in im-
proving its planning and administrative capacity. The latter
will finance the construction of three new teacher training
colleges and the upgrading and extension of two more.

REGENT DEVELOPMENT OF EDU(1TION

Introduction
There is no doubt that, at the time of Independence, Mozam-
bique inherited one of the most underdeveloped and inegali -
tarian education systems in the world. The "official" system,
extremely biased towards.the urban areas, catered almost en-
tirely for the colonist population, which departed en masse
between 1974 and 1977 (it is estimated that 90% of the
165,000 colonists left). The colonists look with them not
only a good deal of the country's wealth but also most of the
developed sectors' technical and administrative skills, leav-
ing behind a 93% illiteracy rate.

The "mission" system, which was the access route to education
for the African population, had at most a 36% coverage (1973)
of the primary age group population. 50% of the enrollment
was bunched in the "pre -primary" year and pass rates in each
grade lay between 20 and 30 percent. The ratio of boys to
girls in the system stood at 2:1.

It is not surprising that FRELIMO decided to concentrate a
large portion of the country's scarce financial and human re -
sources in education. Furthermore, a vast demand existed for
education given the system's role as nearly the only, albeit
very limited, promoter of social mobility. Between 1975 and
1984, the primary level (excluding pre-primary which became
optional) grew more than three times larger, lower secondary
five times larger and middle secondary almost four times
larger. General upper secondary and university enrollments
have never reached the very low pre- independence levels,
while secondary- equivalent technical and vocational school
enrollment grew slightly at the Basic level, and doubled at
Medium (pre-university) level.

All this expansion led, naturally, to a need for a large new
intake of teachers and a parallel need for teacher training.
From 1975 to 1984 the teaching corps almost doubled. In this
context, it should be noted that most of the teachers in the
"official" system left the country between 1975 and 1977. One
aspect of this expansion has been, however, that many rather
new, young, untrained and low-qualified teachers are today
teaching in the system at all levels.

In addition to this effort, adult literacy and post - literacy
activities were launched, and schools opened at night for
adult classes from 5th to llth grades in both the general and
technical/vocational sub- systems. In 1984, adult enrollment
in the general sub- system was as much as 30% of the day-
school enrollment.
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In 1979, work got under way to reform the whole system in
stages, beginning with glade one in 1983. Hitherto, in adult
literacy and post-literacy, reforms have been introduced in
the form of a three-year Sth-grade equivalent course. In gen-
eral education, new curricula and textbooks have been intro -
duced at the primary level. In 1987, the new 5th grade has
been added on to the previous 4-year primary cycle. Entry age
to the first grade of primary education has been raised to
seven years. Teacher training has also been reformed in order
to keep pace with curriculum reforms.
As a result of all these efforts, the illiteracy rate had by
1980 dropped from 93% to 70% in the population over ten years
of age. Those literates who have aquired literacy through in-
terrupted schooling, adult education programmes or through
other means comprise 22% of the population. Those over ten
years of age who have completed four years of primary school-
ing amount to a further 6%, while not even 2% has any higher
qualification than primary. 1980 census figures also show a
very high correlation between educational participation and
ability to speak Portuguese, the official language; i.e. al -
most all illiterates do not speak Portuguese.

Primary coverage is rather biased towards urban areas (12% of
enrollment is in Maputo City which has eight percent of the
population), while secondary education becomes more and more
urban-concentrated per level up the system. In 1984, 92% of
all enrollments in the general education system were still in
the first four primary grades.

Notwithstanding the vast - expansion of the system with con-
comitant increases in equity in coverage and between the
sexes, and with some qualitative improvements in relation to
the colonial system, by 1980 education was already showing
signs of crisis. Despite an average annual 2.6% growth rate
of the population, primary enrollment tended to drop slightly
each year thereafter.
The system was wracked at all levels by high drop-out and
failure rates as well as rising unit costs. Late entry and
constant repetition created a skewed age distribution towards
higher ages. In 1984, while the medal ages in the four - year
primary school were seven, eight and ten years, those in the
fifth glade were 14 and 15.

Expansion of middle and upper secondary levels has been slow
and the number of graduates has remained constant or even in
some cases dropped. The sum of day- school graduates from the
end of the ninth-grade (or equivalent) general and techni-
cal/vocational schooling has fallen steadily from 3,800 in
1982 to 2,250 in 1986 - for a population of 14 million.
No analysis of the crisis in education can ignore the effects
on the system of South African military and economic destabi-
lization efforts. In the five northern provinces, 2,025 pri -
mary schools and 21 secondary schools were not operating in
May 1987 because of bandit aggression, out of total of 3,698
primary and 111 secondary schools. The destruction or closing
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of these schools have affected 283,000 primary and 8,200 sec -
ondary school students.

The economic crisis, and measures taken to rectify it, have
drastically reduced financial resources available to deal
with the situation. Added to economic and social instability
and hardship also lies a set of system- internal problems:
lack of material, less- than-minimal infrastructure, untrained
and mistrained teachers, inadequate management, a non-mother-
tongue curriculum, and a rather formalistic and centralized
approach to education in general.

In the following sectors, we will take a closer look at the
forms of the crisis in the various component parts of the
system.

level

In primary education, some small internal improvements go
hand-in-hand with a rapid deterioration overall. The follow -
ing table gives a first rough insight into the problem.

Table 5. Enrollment ratios rimar rades 1-4

Year Age-group Enrollment Gross en- Enrollment Net en- Net en-
7- 10 years grades 1 - 4 rolment age 7 -10 rolment rolment
('doo) Öl ('Doo) ratio (%) in gr 1 -4 ratio age 7 in

( ) (%) di gr 1 (%)'000

1980 })) 1,317.0
1984 1,485.8
1985 1,525.4
1986 1,566.4
1987 €) 1,980.1

1,317.4
1,237.8
1,248.1
1,241.6
1,194.0

100.3
83.3
81.8
79.3
60.3

412.2
727.5
732.2
736.2

31. 3 29
49.0 43
48 44
47 43

Source: CNP, (1984a), (1984c), (1987); MINED, (1987).

While total enrollment was dropping and the age - group 7 -10
increasing, the number of pupils attending in the target
range of 7- 10 years increased, though reaching a platform af -
ter 1984. This implies a reduction in over- aged children, a

ai It cannot be excluded that the 7 -10 year agegroup projected on the basis of the
1980 census is smaller than indicated due to increased mortality since 1982: Infant
mortality by 1986 has been reported to be as high as 45- 50%

bi 1980 data from the National census. The Ministry gives 94% for the gross enroll -
ment ratio and 41% for the net enrollment ratio.
Ci Estimates and provisional figures. The enrollment ratios dropped far in 1987 if
only as a result of the addition of a new glade five to the primary cycle, raising
the age-group to cover to the ages 7 -11.
Öl The basis for deriving a "22.7% primary school enrollment ratio" shown in recent
reports such as "An Education Project - Credit Request Document" (Unesco/world
Bank, 1987) cannot be understood.
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stricter adherence to the entry age of seven and some
increases in internal efficiency.

A Ministry of Education follow-up on classes using the new,
reformed curriculum since 1983 expressed some grounds for op-
timism about the effects of the reform. The follow-up study
registered somewhat improved promotion rates over those pre -
viously computed.

However, some calculations (see Annex 4) give ground for con-
tinued worry. Our rough cohort reconstruction on new entrants
in 1981 indicates that of the 396,000 new entrants, only
37.000 would enter glade four in 1984. In that year, the
graduation rate was 51% implying (statistically) that 19,000
would graduate from the primary level. That is, not even five
percent of pupils successfully complete the four grades in
four years. Even given the errors implicit in such an analy-
sis, the figure is shaking.

In 1986, on the basis of repetition, drop-out and promotion
rates prevailing in each glade in 1984, one study (B. Du-
vieusart, 1987; see Annex 5) calculated that of each 1,000
new entrants to grade one, 718, 506 and 362 would eventually
enter grades 2, 3 and 4 respectively. In other words, 282 en-
trants would only see glade one, a further 212 would not get
further than glade two, 144 would -have glade three as their
final level of schooling and 362 would enter into glade four
of whom only 196 would be promoted to grade five under the
old four-year primary system. These 362 entering the fourth
glade would spend an average of 7.7 years each in the four
grades of the primary cycle if no statutory limit was imposed
on maximum repetition. Of the 1,000 new entrants, only 49
would be promoted to fifth glade in their fifth year of
schooling - close to the cohort estimate above, though sub-
ject to the same caution already expressed.

There is no wonder that the age range at the primary level is
so wide (34% of enrollees were over ten years of age in 1984)
or that the modal ages in grade five were 14 and 15. For the
almost 50% who in Duvieusart's model do first and second
glade at most - putting aside actually passing - it can seri -
ously be questioned to what degree their schooling experience
has at all been useful.
The addition of a new fifth grade to primary level could im-
ply even more difficulties in getting through the whole
course, although its introduction in 1987 seems to have been
fairly successful. Of the fourth -grade graduates, over 90%
were promoted into fifth grade, as a result of self -help con-
tribution and of prioritizing entry into Glade five over
first grade entry. Some 40% of all schools now offer the full
five - year course.

In light of the problem of high repetition and failure rates,
the Ministry of Education is considering the introduction of
three measures: a lower maximum number of permitted repeti -
tions, automatic promotion in some grades, and a lower ceil -
ing entry age to primary level.
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3.3 General secondary level
In the education system to the end of 1986, secondary level
education has been divided into two tracks, general and tech-
nical/vocational, and three levels, referred to herein as
lower (grades 5 - 6), middle (grades 7-9) and upper secondary
(grades 10-11). In the technical/vocational track, which has
more years per equivalent level, the corresponding levels are
referred to as elementary, basic and medium.

Plans are in operation to introduce seven years of primary
(new fifth glade in 1987) and to promote all fifth glade
passes into a new sixth and seventh grade in 1988 and 1989
respectively. In correspondence, the technical elementary
level would be phased out.

Under the best of peaceful circumstances, this would present
severe difficulties. Hitherto, the few (161) lower secondary
schools are distributed approximately one to a district and a
few in each provincial capital. This development represents a
breakthrough as there were only 26 such schools in 1975. How-
ever, the teachers are few (2,446) and the under- trained rep-
resent a majority (55%). Most of the schools have to have
boarding facilities.

Table 6. Enrollment and graduation, general secondary level ('000)

Level 1980 1982 1984 1985 1956 1987a)

Primary

Enrollment 1 -4
Graduates Gr 4

General secondary

Enrollment 5 -6
Graduates Gr 6

Enrollment 7 -9
Graduates Gr 9

Enrollment 10- 11
Graduates Gr 11

1,317.4
82.7

80.0
18.2

9.7
1.0

0.4
0.3

1,247.1
58.8

80.7
14.2

12.5
1.7

1.2
0.3

1,237.8
72.7

104.0
20.2

17.5
1.8

2.0
0.4

1,248.1
75.2

111.3
15.0

21.6
1.7

2.2
0.3

1,241.6
- bi

113.9
16.0

23.8
1.5

2.2
0.5

1,194.1

77.06)

23.2

2.1

Source: CNP, (1987); MINED, (1987d).

Admittedly few pupils, proportionally, successfully complete
primary schooling, but still, at the end of 1983, 65,225
pupils passed glade four while in 1984 only 46,500 places ex-
isted in glade five. In 1985, 72,743 places were needed - 56%

ai Estimates and provisional figures.
bi The introduction in 1987 of a new glade 5 primary finishing year implies no fi -
nal primary level graduates in 1986 and no new intake to the old glade 5 lower sec -
ondary in 1987.
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more than available the previous year - and at the beginning
of 1986 the need had increased to 75,204 places. In the mean-
time, failure, repetition and drop-out rates have been high
in fifth and sixth grade: 21% and 32% repetition respec-
tively, and 47% pass-rate from grade six in 1984.

With the phasing out of elementary technical level, this no
longer represents an alternative access for grade four gradu -
ates. In 1984, a maximum of 700 places may have been avail -
ablét by 1988, no places will be available.
The introduction of a new primary grade five in 1987 will
Probably reduce the entry pressure on the first year of new
upper primary education, i.e. new grade six, next year. How-
€VEr. the Ministry of Education predicts that the promotion
of all new fifth -grade graduates into the new sixth grade
will not be possible.

The passage from sixth to seventh glade (in 1990, from sev-
enth to eighth) may be becoming somewhat more easy, strangely
€OOUgh. In 1984, graduates of grade six (20,176) had access
to various options: about 6,000 new grade seven places, a few
of the total 6,300 grade seven evening-course places, about
2,500 places in technical/vocational basic education, about
1.000 places in teacher training of various types and, possi -
blY, 1.000 places in Mozambican secondary schools in Cuba. In
1985. the number of sixth grade graduates had dropped calami-
tously to 14,949 or, in other terms, a decline of 26% (though
the number of graduates in 1984 seems to have been exception-
ally large; see Table 6 above).

Meanwhile, growth at general middle secondary level has been
VErY fast: it has expanded more than twice from 1981 to 1986.
Nonetheless, passage through middle secondary level is by no
means easy. In 1984, 50% of the enrollment at this level was
in glade seven, 29% in grade eight and 21% in glade nine. The
Pass rate in that year from glade nine was only 51%. Given
the age distribution in lower secondary and the probable
length of time needed to pass through middle secondary, most
Of this level's students are already adults, i.e. over 16
years of age.

Inequities at this level are marked. Girls comprise 32% of
the enrollment and the now 42 schools are almost all situated
in larger towns and cities. Maputo City has about one third
of all enrollment at this level and probably produces half of
the graduates.

As to upper secondary level, the numbers involved are ex-
tremely low. This derives not only from the low graduation
from middle secondary, but also from scarcity of schools and
teachers. In addition, previously a relatively low priority
was accorded to this level by the Government itself: the
level was closed entirely from 1977-1980. There are five
schools operating at this level with 117 teachers, one third
of whom are of foreign origin. Graduation has remained
constantly in the low hundreds per year.
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With the general rise in intake capacity at all three sec -
ondary levels, accompanied by a parallel rise in the number
of teachers, some with much longer and higher - level training,
it seems now imperative to take actions which permit a much
smoother flow through the system. What has to be addressed in
particular are the high repetition and failure rates and the
alarming trend shown by available figures of a drop in the
number being graduated from sixth and ninth grade.

It must be added that the given figures do not include the
three Mozambican schools in Cuba, which apparently have a
better internal efficiency and a good graduation level. Even
if these numbers are added to the graduation from the system
in Mozambique, however, the total number of graduates from
grades nine and eleven cannot exceed 3,500 and 600 per year
respectively, which is still a most minimal fraction.

Technical and vocational secon education

Technical education, despite an ambitious and rather success -
ful attempt to train teachers for its total capacity, has
also seen a marked decline in recent years, both with regard
to net enrollment and, to a larger extent, in success rates.
Part of this may reflect continued lack of textbooks and ma-
terial, part the entrance of under-qualified primary/lower
secondary school graduates affected by unstable and substan-
dard schooling since Independence. Nonetheless, this trend
raises alarming questions concerning the high capital invest -
ment made in teacher training facilities, and the high unit
costs at this level.

Table 7. Enrollment and graduation, technical secondary level ('ODO)

Level 1980 1982 1984 1985 1986 1987

Elementary

Enrollment
Graduates

Basic

2.8
0.5

2.0
0.3

1.5
0.5

0.7
0.1

0.7
0.1

0.2

Enrollment 9.9 10.0 9.7 9.3 8.4 7.6
Graduates 1.6 2.0 1.5 0.9 0.7

Medium

Enrollment 1.0 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.3 1.3
Graduates 0.3a) 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2

As noted above, the technical/vocational secondary sub - system
is divided into three levels, elementary (grades 5- 6 equiva-
lent), basic (grades 7-9) and medium (grades 10-11) with the
same number or one year's extra training at each level. In
the near future, the extension of general primary education
to seven years will imply the closing down of elementary

ai 1981 (1980 figures incomplete).
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level. This process of phasing out was begun already some
years ago.

Basic level vocational education is an important parallel
track to general secondary. Over the years from 1975 to 1985
it has graduated almost as many students as its general coun-
terpart. As two teacher training institutes for technical
subjects started operating in 1981/82, the subjects on offer
in the schools are covered mostly by Mozambican teachers.
High investments in equipment have been made with support
from inter alia Sweden, Denmark and the Soviet Union. There
are now 25 basic schools, up from 13 in 1975, with 667 teach-
ers. 521 teachers have been trained with ninth grade entry
qualifications and 2 or 3 years of specialization for the
technical subjects. Other trained teachers for the general
subjects have been incorporated from general teacher training
colleges. There is, however, a marked jack of trained teach-
ers for mathematics and physics, and for Portuguese.

The situation is similar at medium technical education level.
The number of institutes has risen from three to four. Almost
the same number of students has been graduated from this
level as from general upper secondary. A number of teachers
has been trained at university level. Large amounts of eguip-
ment have been installed. Numbers of foreign teachers are em-
ployed at this level.
Given what should, therefore, be reasonably favourable cir -
cumstances for a good quality education, it is doubly alarm-
ing to see that even at these two levels, graduation has
dropped by 64% at basic level over 1982-86 and by 39% at
medium level over the same period. There are also some indi -
cations that industrial stream graduates have not been
favourably evaluated in their new workplaces.

Insurgency accounts for some of the problem in the form of
some disrupted schooling, electricity cuts and lack of supply
of needed materials.There are very few textbooks available,
and there has apparently been too little individual time on
practical activities especially for teachers in training. The
enrollment structure reveals the typical "bunching" in the
first year, and "drop-out rates at the schools as a whole
amount to 70%" (DANIDA, 1986, p 23). The report cited at-
tributes these problems inter alia to "little attention being
paid to desires expressed by the students concerning enroll -
ment" cp 22), to teacher turnover "which at one school aver-
aged 30% of the staff each year" (p 24), and to inadequate
administration. Deble's report (1986, p 26) points to a seri -
ous under-utilization of capacity in some technical schools.
The pupil/teacher - ratio at Basic level in 1986 was 13:1.

In discussions, it was indicated that there are two problems
that influence the level of quality. One is that the on-the-
job training and upgrading of technical teachers has been ne-
glected over the 1980-86 period, and another that teachers
apply both a bureaucratic interpretation of internal regula -
tions on pupil behaviour and an over- stringent evaluation de-
signed to "catch the pupils out". In spite of the low
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pupil/teacher -ratio, therefore, quality is adversely affected
by teacher capacity and comportment.

One may note here that Mozambique also has a technical medium
level institute in Cuba, which now produces per year as many
graduates as the medium level system in Mozambique does, or
some 300 in 1986/87.

As to further growth in the technical -vocational sub-system,
it is clear that many graduates from grade six are available
to enter Basic technical schooling. As it is, installed ca-
pacity at Basic level is about 14,000 places as against the
7,600 places occupied in 1987. However, SETEP considers it
counter-productive to enroll more students at this point in
time, both because of the low quality and high attrition
rates (notably in first - year Basic) and because it must di -
rect its efforts to meeting the real - and eventually rather
low - demands of the labour market. Rather than even further
crowding first - year, SETEP wishes to increase the numbers in
the following years and the total graduation by quality im-
provement centred on teacher upgrading. On the other hand, at
Medium level there is a labour market demand some ten times
higher than the number of graduates available.

Teacher trainini

Teacher training at all levels has been characterized by a
move towards higher entrance levels and courses of longer du-
ration. Also here, it is alarming that in spite of the high
investments made, representing very high unit costs, half of
all primary teachers are still professionally untrained,
while success - rates in secondary schools have not noticeably
improved.

Mozambique has made very large efforts in the training of
teachers ever since Independence. At present, in line with
the general reform of the education system, teacher training
models are being changed over, with a view to increasing the
qualification level, quality and quantity of teachers in the
system. A summary of efforts since 1980 15 contained in Annex
6, which also shows current training.

If no allowance is made for teacher drop-out, it seems that
most teachers for grades five to eleven have been trained.
However, the high drop-out and failure rates at all levels of
the system are consistently blamed on low quality teaching.
One factor at play is that most trained teachers have entered
their training course directly from school and begin teaching
young and inexperienced. The housing and salary conditions
they have faced have been rather poor, notably as the real
value of salaries dropped so far over the 1980-1986 period.
Up to 1986, we can deduce a fairly high level of teacher
drop-out, as indicated by the following table:
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Table 8. Teacher training and teacher egployment

Level Teachers Teachers Growth Teachers
in 1980 in 1986 1980-86 trained

1980-85

Primary 1- 4 17,030 20,756 3,726 11,423
Secondary 5-11 2,087 3,422 1,335 3,281

Source: calculated from CNP, (1987).

The absolute difference between growth and training serves
only as an indicator, as several factors intervene in inter -
preting the figures:

some teachers working in the system in 1980 were admitted
to training afterwards

some trained teachers have been taken in for re-training

some trained teachers have become teacher educators, gen-
eral subject teachers in technical schools, or administra-
tors

there have been some imbalances in secondary teacher train -
ing causing a shortage of mathematics and Portuguese
teachers

- principally at primary level, some new teachers were admit-
ted without training, during the period covered.

The Ministry predicts that the dropout of trained secondary
teachers will be reduced substantially by the PRE, which has
linked salaries to relevant diploma held, thus making
salaries of teachers on-the-job above those available in the
productive sectors. Nonetheless, primary teacher salaries are
very low in absolute terms and continuing dropout can be ex-
pected at this level.

One notable problem with teacher training, for the present
and the future, is that in general the Ministry's strategy
is to train new teachers, while few resources have as yet
been put into retraining, upgrading and requalifying teachers
in service. The continuing low quality of education, even
with a presumably strong influx of trained teachers, would
seem to make in- service training and shorter retraining of
existing teachers a priority far above the admission of many
new prospective teachers into training courses of long dura-
tion. Unhappily, the experimental distance-course upgrading
of primary teachers undertaken in 1986 seems to have yielded
very unsatisfactory results. One must also question, in terms
of results, the quality of initial teacher training under-
taken so far. This, together with the financial implica -
tions,leads us to question whether longer initial training is
really the best solution to the problem.

Certainly. the strategy delineated for the future is a very
costly one. First, trainees will have to undergo longer ini -
tial general training. On 1984 (averaged) figures, in the
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best of circumstances, a bth-grade participant had cost the
State around 30,000 Meticais and a 9th grade participant
around 50,000, allowing for just one repetition in primary
and one in secondary, and discounting system wastage (figures
used are costs per annum per student enrolled, not costs per
graduate).

Second, lengthier teacher training in boarding centres will
automatically cost more. Three years for an enrolled trainee
cost, on 1984 figures, 125,000 Meticais (again for trainees,
not graduates). To be noted is that these costs omit capital
outlay.

Third, the salaries of such higher qualified, longer trained
teachers will be much higher.

Fourth, unless the (in usual terms) imbalances in 1987 caused
by the initial phase of the PRE continue, it is quite possi -
ble that so highly trained teachers - notably in mathematics
- will be attracted away to the productive sectors. By Law
5/86, it has been established that a graduate from a training
programme must.give an equivalent number of years of service
in the post for which training was provided, or repay the
cost of training to the State. However, it is still doubtful
to us whether, even if the law can be applied in practice,
the State can really afford to train teachers in 3 -4 year
courses and then lose them after only 3 -4 years' service.

Fifth, the output of graduates, especially at 9th glade
level, is so low that it must be seriously questioned whether
Mozambique can afford to divert a large number of them into
lengthy teacher training courses at this stage.

These factors must be weighed against potential quality gains
in the system. Important areas of study must be how to im-
prove teachers' living conditions in or near the school to
which they are allocated, and how to upgrade teachers already
in the system, on-the- job and between terms.

Adult education

The adult education sub-system is divided into a specifically
adult -oriented semi-formal primary level equivalent three-
year programme, numerous evening classes following the essen-
tial components of the general and technical/vocational sec-
ondary curricula, and "accelerated" boarding courses at lower
secondary level. All these forms of adult education are char-
acterized by a priority -group enrollment system, which at -
tributes available places first and foremost to cadres, work-
ers and collectivized sectors in that order.

The primary equivalent programme has seen a constant decline
from its heyday in 1980, when the census registered 579,500
participants. In 1984, still over 180,000 people were regis -
tered despite all the problems of insurgency, a declining
economy, and simple lack of access in large areas of the
country, but by 1987 the number had declined to about 83,000.
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Nonetheless, over the years 1979-1986, 348,300 adults were
graduated from the literacy level, and 114,300 graduated at
primary completion level (old 4th/new 5th grade).

The 1980 census indicates two important facts that should
have an impact on the programme. On the one hand, virtually
all the illiterates in the country do not speak any Por-
tuguese, while on the other some 73% of all literates both
spoke (some) Portuguese and only had interrupted primary
schooling.

There has been an infusion of some 600 trained and paid adult
educators into the programme. Nonetheless, the current DNEA
evaluation of the "primary" level is that little is happen-
ing, and that the 600 educators have small classes, do few
hours of work per week, and for the most part need to be re-
trained in even longer courses. Over the past two years,
moreover, the provincial and district level adult education
administration and training corps has been severely cut down
as part of the Ministry's staff rationalization programme.

The DNEA is also responsible - with very meagre human, mate-
rial and financial resources - for adult enrollment in gen-
eral secondary evening classes. Table 9 below presents the
enrollment situation in the 80's. (Evening enrollment in
technical/vocational courses falls under the responsibility
of SETEP.)

Table 9. Adult enrollment in evenin classes '000

Level 1980 1982 1984 1985 1986 1987 ai

Gr 5-6 11.7 22.9 24.2 22.3 24.7 15.2
Gr 7-9 3.7 8.0 11.6 8.5 10.7 10.7
Gr 10- 11 0.2 0.9 0.8 1.2 0.9

Source: MINED, (1987c).

A curriculum reform reducing the normal school curriculum to
its core components meant that from 1984, adults needed only
to attend four nights a week instead of five. A further re-
form created a special parallel "adult directorate" in many
schools to take care of evening courses. The graduation rates
in these classes have, for various reasons, been very low -
between 30 and 50% from fifth to tenth grade, and much lower
in eleventh grade. Notable reasons are electricity failures,
job pressures on adults, very accelerated curricula, trans -
port problems, and, in upper secondary, the very large number
of separate disciplines to be covered.

However, the following table should strongly make an impor-
tant point.

ai Provisional figure S.
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Table 10. Day-course and evening enrollment at general secondary level

Year Course 5 -6 7 8 9 10 11

3.7

1983

1984

Terti

Day 91,044 6,682
Evening 23,147
% adult 25

4,361
65

4,396 3,273
3,081

Day 104,000 8,814 5,064
Evening 24,156 6,301 3,024
% adult 23 72 60

40

3,583
2,261

63

862

1,057
538

51

521
33

718

910
323

36

Source: Deble, (1986); MINED, (1987c).

The adults graduating must represent an extremely important
resource for the present economic crisis and for the future.
From 1978 to 1986, 27,000 adults graduated from sixth grade,
4,100 from ninth, and 110 from eleventh. Unfortunately,
available figures may indicate a declining enrollment even at
these levels, though 1987 figures are provisional; see Table
9. It appears also that the enrollment of adults in the ac-
celerated training centres (CFAT) has gone down sharply,
largely due to bandit actions having prevented the centres
from functioning.

The only data on the level of adult enrollment in techni-
cal/vocational schools has been found in the Maputo Commer-
cial Institute, which had 482 adults in evening classes in
1984 as against 577 day-course students. It should be noted
that in the technical/vocational track, evening classes have
only really functioned in Maputo and Beira.

level

The University has still not reached the enrollment levels of
colonial times, and it is extremely expensive. The education
is realized at a cost per capita of at least 115 times the
primary per capita cost (1984 figures). This derives from
high staffing, very low student- teacher ratios, and a large
and expensive proportion of foreign teachers.it seems, on top
of this, that Mozambique has even been forced to send stu -
dents overseas on scholarships to courses equivalent to ones
on offer in the University simply because no lodging could be
found for them. At the University again output is low. The
problems involved are represented in the rather self - explana-
tory table below.

Table 11. Enrollment raduates and teachers at universit level

1980 1982 1984 1985 1986

Enrollment 836 1,112 1,151
Graduates 115 116 54
Teachers 244 308 351

Source: CNP, (1987).

1,351 1,569
108
323

n/a
330
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GIVEN OONSTRAINTS FOR THB FUTURE

Destabilization effects

The education sector has been badly shaken by the combination
of destabilization, insurgency, economic crisis and natural
disasters. These have resulted, for the country as a whole,
in the destruction or closure of well over 2 000 primary and
about 30 secondary schools affecting some 500 000 pupils and
over 15 000 teachers, entailing large population movements
into coastal areas, towns and cities, and over the border. At
present, the growth rate of the urban population lies
probably around 15% while it was estimated at 13% some time
back and at 8% in 1980. A large proportion, 30%, of the popu-
lation is at risk of starvation through having moved, through
being isolated in areas to which access is being prevented by
armed bandits, and through being subject to under-supply and
under-production resulting from bandit actions, droughts,
floods and collapse of marketing networks.

Bandit actions include destroying or closing schools, cutting
down on primary enrollment, interrupting the course of the
school year, destroying or preventing the distribution of ed-
ucational material, and putting entire populations to flight,
often into precarious conditions on the outskirts of the
larger urban areas.

The Ministry of Education reported that, of some 500,000
pupils affected by destabilization measures in 1986, "only"
100,000 had fallen out of the system. The continued coverage
of 400,000 displaced pupils is being absorbed by re-enroll -
ment in other schools in safer places, pushing up classroom
crowding and pupil - teacher ratios. In an already strained
situation, there are very few resources to cope with this
sudden influx of pupils (see Annex 7 for an example).

On a regional level, population movement and the access pos-
sibilities for the Ministry combine to push up enrollment in
urban areas. In Maputo City, total primary enrollment rose
26% between 1984 and 1986, while country-wide it dropped 4%
over the same period. Reports on the situation in the
provinces of Zambezia and Tete, the former the country's most
populous province, are especially alarming. Even in 1984 they
had some of the worst Values of indicators for enrollment ra-
tios at each level, female attendance, over-age attendance,
school distribution, promotion, repetition and drop-out
rates, and secondary promotion rates (see Deble, 1986, pp 6,
7, 9 and 10, and Annexes). The emergency report of the Min-
istry (July 1987) indicates that these two provinces had
lost, respectively, 62% and 77% of their primary schools by
May 1987 (MINED, 19876).

It is not possible to foresee any appreciable improvements in
the war situation, as bandit activities are proceeding with
substantial South African support, and as the South African
regime is continuing its programme of economic sabotage and
destabilization. For instance, it seems clear that around
40 000 miners will be expelled from South Africa during this
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year representing further unemployment and further reduction
in income to the State and the family sector. A Mozambican
report to the Non-Aligned Movement in 1987 foresaw a need for
USD two billion subsidy over the next four years merely to
compensate the probable effects of such hostile actions.

The Economic Situation

4.3 The Labour

On the macroeconomic plane, from 1981 to 1986 the economy had
declined by 35% to a level below that at the time of Indepen-
dence and in the context of a population growth from 11 to 14
million. This represents a cut of nearly 50% in GDP per
capita since 1981.

The external debt rose to an estimated 3,2 billion USD in
1986, and even after renegotiations of payments in 1987, its
service is higher than total expected export revenue. Local
production is expected to cover only 8% of marketing needs in
1987/88 .

Market

The combination of falling imports and exports, declining
state expenditure, devaluation and rationalization measures
has meant that Mozambique is facing a shrinking modern sector
labour market at a moment when she is in desperate need of
increased production and productivity. In contrast to 1975,
when the economic crisis was accompanied by the opening of
the labour market as colonists left the country, in the
1980's the measures adopted have thrown numbers of workers,
and recently even civil servants, into unemployment.

"Rationalized" industries and services are fully staffed for
the productive level they are able to maintain in the face of
economic decline, and there are few openings for new employ-
ment. Thus, while on the one hand the modern sector is fully
staffed by experienced but rather under-qualified workers,
the education system on the other hand is beginning to pro-
duce general school graduates for whom employment opportuni -
ties are limited. The only big demand level is for llth grade
and university graduates.

If an infusion of graduates from these higher levels into the
modern sector does lead to increased administrative effi -
ciency, production and productivity, it may be the case that
such an infusion would lead to a reopening of the labour mar-
ket for graduates at lower levels. The PRE at least assumes
this correlation and puts emphasis on the graduation of more
qualified people from the highest level of technical educa-
tion and from tertiary education. It is of course to be ad-
mitted that Mozambique must have amongst the lowest of pro -
portion of populations in the world with such qualifications.

It is also to be noted, however, that much of Mozambique's
production is still in the hands of the little - schooled fam-
ily sector. Furthermore, Mozambique's capital accumulation
possibilities are severely constrained by South African
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destabilization, bandit destruction and the terms of repay-
ment of its national debt. In the very first place, the most
important goals of international support have to be to assist
the country with coping with South Africa, insurgency and the
debt. In second place, efforts need to go into reviving the
economy wherever possible by capital infusion and by on-the-
job training for those already producing in the modern and
family sectors. "New" training, in economic terms, needs ap-
Parently to be concentrated at higher levels, and as a third
level of priority only.

Other recess Function of Education

Education fulfills many functions besides meeting economic
needs. Basic education has a primarily political function
through its socialization and nation-building aspects as well
as in providing a response to popular demand and a chance of
social mobility. It may also be the case - where such educa-
lion is effective - that it contributes to raising skills and
Productivity, not least in the field of peasant production.

Secondary and higher education not only produce skills but
also opportunities for social mobility. In addition, it re-
SPOnds to a powerful "middle-class" demand which no govern-
ment can afford to ignore. This is especially the case where

as now in Mozambique - there is a strong direct linking of
formar qualifications to salary levels.
The education sector as a whole is also a "modern", job - in -
tensive sector, which provides employment for thousand of
teachers, administrators and subsidiary personnel of all
kinds.

In short, it is simply not an option for Mozambique to aban-
don rural primary schooling, cut back secondary education,
close entrance to teacher training and shut down the univer-
sity. Mozambique will have to keep all of these systems going
to some extent, and contrive the best possible balance be-
tween expense, enrollment and output. This further restrains
the available room for manoeuvring.

4.5 The Education slem

As can be seen from our doleful account, one of the most evi -
dent constraints on the future functioning of the education
SYStem is precisely the way it currently functions. In purely
economic terms, much of the money invested in the system is
being inefficiently utilized in that it finances repetition,
dropout and failure.
In the face of what is likely to be a constantly declining
education budget, the results of this inefficient use of
available resources are likely to decline in relation to what
is intended, and increase in relation to what is not desired,
unless some drastic measures are taken to improve the educa-
tion career of the system's participants.
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STRATBGIES FOR THB FUTURE

Government economic strat

In 1987, an Economic Rehabilitation Programme (PRE) was
launched in consultation with the IMF. Its foci are adjust -
ment of the national currency to its real value, stimulation
of family sector production, rehabilitation of existing pro-
ductive capacity, creation of minimum consumption levels for
the population, encouragement of exports and discouragement
of imports and concentration on the sectors of agriculture,
industry and transport.

The measures applied have been drastic. Hitherto, a 1 000%
devaluation in two steps, from 40 MT to 400 MT per USD, has
been effected with further devaluation to come. A relaxation
of most market prices (which rose between 200 and 400%),
higher taxes on luxury goods and services, and a tighter fis -
cal policy have been implemented. A 225% raise in salaries,
in some cases as of specialists a much higher raise, has been
granted. A serious rationalization programme has been intro -
duced including an across- the-board state budget cut of about
20%, putting under-productive workers and superfluous civil
servants out of work. There has also been some privatization
of the productive and distributive sectors.

The measures taken have rapidly funnelled excess paper money
from the economy, cut the value of savings, reduced consump-
tion of and demand for goods, cut back the foreign currency
parallel market rate, and privileged producers. In some sec-
tors, the readjustment has led to unjustifiably high prices
for goods, but generally speaking it seems that production is
beginning to rise. It is at present very difficult to judge
the effects of the PRE as the whole economy is adjusting
without enough stability having yet been attained for an
overall evaluation to be made.

As regards the state sectors, care has been taken to try to
spread the impact of budget cuts evenly, and to try to trans -
fer some of the costs of the social services to the public.
In the health sector, general fees will be raised signifi -
cantly while in education fees have been raised at secondary
and higher levels, and some of the material and textbook dis -
tribution costs have been transferred to the purchaser. Each
sector is supposed to compensate additionally for the budget
cuts by improving effectiveness, by rationalizing administra-
tive costs, and by reducing capital investments.

5.2 Government educational stratgg!

The Government has been struggling since Independence to im-
prove the education system, increase its efficiency and widen
its coverage in a controlled way. It has constantly run up
against the tension of trying to meet enormous demands at all
levels with very limited human and material resources. Among
the measures adopted to attain the goals set, has been the
general education reform currently under implementation.
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The reform was predicated during years of relative stability
and economic growth, using projections of increased resources
and increased demands from the economy. Indeed, even under
these predicted circumstances, it was foreseen that the re-
form would imply considerable sacrifices on the part of the
system's participants and of other sectors of the economy.

It has been clear to the Government over the past few years
that developments were not proceeding favourably. In the face
of destabilization and economic decline, considerable extra
sacrifices have been demanded, the labour market situation
has changed abruptly, and severe cuts have had to be made in
the administrative staffing and in the financing of materials
and services.

A continued policy of rationalization, an increased attention
to cost-saving, cost-recovery and cost- efficiency measures,
and a focus on increasing administrative efficiency will be
applied. In addition, education plans are being rethought,
principally along three lines:
- maintaining a constant enrollment in the major components

of the system;

- making efforts to complete primary education coverage, un-
der reasonable infrastructural and staffing conditions, in
towns and at important economic growth points;

- taking various measures to improve system quality and effi -
ciency. Such measures include introducing automatic promo-
tion in lower grades, entry age ceiling restrictions, and
limitations on permitted years of repetition in general
education, as well as improved, flexible evaluation meth-
ods and reform of stringent internal regulations in the
technical track.

However, outside of these measures, the Government is
pressing ahead in the face of all odds to implement the full
scope of the planned education reform. Presently, work is go-
ing ahead, and will continue over.the next couple of years,
to provide seven years' primary schooling for as many as pos-
sible, and to step up teacher training in quantity, level and
duration to meet the reform's predicted needs in quality and
quantity.

5.3 International al en strat les

As far as we could determine, foreign aid projects are fully
inserted into the Ministry's long- term education system re-
form plans. We found no indication of any particular restruc -
turing of support to meet the unpredicted problems caused by
the war and the decline of the economy.

However. we were informed by the Planning Commission that any
extra aid to education in the future would have to be in the
form of net new contributions. No increase in funds could be
expected in the form of transfer of funds from other sectors,
or through opting for new support to the education system if
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it could be used elsewhere instead. It was also explicitly
mentioned that there was no interest in donors actually sup-
porting, subsidizing or contributing to the salaries of per-
sonnel working in the primary and secondary levels of the ed-
ucation system.

5 . 4 gp tions and Possible Priorities

In terms of all the system- internal and - external constraints
which have been summarized above, the scope for manoeuvring
available to the Government seems somewhat limited, and
rather depressing in view of the overall goals for education
which the system is supposed to attain. The following obser-
vations, from the information at our disposal, represent our
considered reflections on the situation, and are presented
here as an independent contribution to helping on-going en-
deavours to manage the present crisis. Thus qualified, let us
proceed.

In the first place, it seems inconceivable that any form of
further expansion of the system should occur at any level,
with the limited exception of medium technical and perhaps
upper secondary and university levels.
This has immediate impact on various other levels. In partic -
ular, it seems urgent to reduce the enrollment in initial
teacher training institutions, reduce the number of these in -
stitutions, and turn over a number of them to specific in -
service training and re- training purposes. Simultaneously,
new in - service training strategies need to be considered.
Training of new teachers should merely cover the predicted
attrition among existing teachers.

It would also seem advisable to rethink system developments
based on longer - term periods of training in boarding regime.
Along these lines, it would seem logical not to raise initial
entry qualifications for teacher training such as going
over to 9th glade plus three years' training for primary
teachers and, in consequence, not to expand the number of
teacher training institutions (especially not through financ -
ing with loans). A flexible strategy of courses in short mod-
ules supported by autodidactic materials for in - service use
would seem to be indicated.

It may well also be advisable, in the short run, to postpone
the proposed 7 - 3 - 2 system structure on the same principles,
and to opt for a 6- 3- 3 structure instead. This would cer-
tainly simplify enormously the problems of school expansion,
increased boarding, longer school careers, defective transi -
tion rates, old - new system equivalence, teacher training
levels, large - scale book production, et al. An efficient ba-
sic education system with six properly functioning grades is
enough to provide a maintainable level of literacy, numeracy
and some other practical skills.

Once six years' primary schooling was properly functional,
and available to all, and once the economy was out of the
present morass, it would still be possible at a later stage
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to make the adjustment from six to seven primary grades,
should this be deemed to be necessary. There can be no doubt
that the conquest of six grades' schooling for all would rep-
resent a considerable victory, perhaps rather greater than
attaining five grades for most and two more grades for some.
And. we underline, this option would be rather a lot less ex-
pensive.

In the second place, it seems imperative to find rapid and
cost-effective ways of improving quality and efficiency at
all levels. It may seem contradictory, in this light, to rec-
ommend cutting back on the entry levels and length of teacher
training, but the discussions throughout this document have
pointed to the problems and the costly payoffs implicit in
such a strategy.

We have already recommended a changeover to in- service train -
ing. short-module retraining, and autodidactic training for
teachers (possibly supported locally by careful teacher allo -
cation. operationalization of the ZIP system, etc.). Another
imperative is to try to improve teachers' living and working
conditions by concentrating on housing, accessibility of con-
sumption goods, and efficient payment of salary (part, per-
haps, in kind).

Other. partially related, strategies could be a concentration
on training in evaluation techniques and an experimentation
of flexible time- tabling (e.g. more hours per day, fewer days
per week), multi -grade classes, and automatic promotion. In-
vestment in simple school furniture and assistance.to self -
help construction of school buildings and classrooms are also
indicated. It is important also to provide school books as
far as is possible. In this regard, relatively cheap ways
need to be found for pupils, particularly from poor families,
tO gét access to books, as the present high cost of books may
Precipitate discontent, dropout and non-enrollment.

Third, in view of the present labour market situation, it
seems important to concentrate in the short run on a general
in-service, or parallel - to- service, education strategy. This
implies increased attention to evening classes, in - service
vocational training, part-time schooling and training, et al.
A specific reorienting of priorities might well be to put
literacy training in abeyance and focus on the post-literacy
level within priority sectors instead. Earticular attention
needs to be paid to improving cost-efficiency at the pre-uni-
versity and university levels.
Fourth, attention needs to be paid in short order to the im-
Provement of system administration and accounting. Among the
goals of such improvements would be to make local administra-
lion more flexible to respond effectively to demands of the
local situation. Not least the effects of the insurgency ar-
gue for such flexibility.

Fifth, in response to the critical economic situation, it may
be necessary (although urban- and elitist -oriented) to con-
centrate material and human resources on some "key- schools"
at each level to guarantee a minimum output of properly qual -
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ified graduates to enter each level above. This conflicts
very much with the general Party line and policies, but may
be unavoidable under present chaotic circumstances.

Sixth, it could be profitable in political, cultural and eco-
nomic terms to put efforts into introducing a mother- tongue
subject into the primary school curriculum. Such a measure
would at least be a support to pupils' literacy learning.

Seventh, and controversially be it added, it may be prof -
itable to attend to increasing the practical content of
school subjects and the amount of production at school. This
is a difficult strategy involving delicate balancing, and it
may prove to cost more than it is worth. It is, however, an
area worth studying, at least in secondary and technical/ vo-
cational schools.

At least in the technical track, it seems sensible to cease
adding equipment to schools and to concentrate more on ob-
taining spare parts and raw materials. This would facilitate
both the operationalization of practical training and the in -
creasing of schools' production output for the market. If
need be, a few basic schools might be upgraded to medium
level institutes, rather than new institutes being built and
equipped.

6 OPTIONS FOR SWEDISH ASSIS~NCB

6. 1 8£9Current Su it

The cooperation between Mozambique and Sweden within the
field of education has been laid down in a three year agree -
ment dated 30 November 1984, amounting to 40 million Swedish
kronor and covering the period January lst 1985 - December
31st 1987. The agreement has been prolonged by half a year,
to June 30 1988, and by SEK 10 million. The cooperation is
concentrated in three areas.

The first area is to strengthen the Ministry's capacity to
expand and improve the education system with emphasis on the
primary levels through support to its central service func-
tions to
- distribute school material
- publish textbooks

coordinate and make use of foreign aid

The second is to improve and somewhat expand technical and
professional education through support to

- the organization of auxiliary services within the State
Secretariate for Technical and Professional Education
(SETEP) in charge of technical schools

- the up-grading of certain technical schools
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- the maintenance and supply of equipment to the network of
technical schools

The third area is to improve the quality and efficiency of
adult education and literacy through support to staff train -
ing, curriculum development and the use of audio-visual aids.

6.2 Future gptions

Under the circumstances outlined above, the crisis in Mozam-
bique cannot be described as a "mere crisis": it is charac-
terized by rapid and astoundingly large changes in living
conditions and economic and social relations, and by extreme
instability. The issue is clearly one of survival, and all
measures aiming at meeting general basic social needs have to
be correlated with the macro-economic actions taken for sur-
vival. Below, a number of extraordinary measures are proposed
which go against - the usual educational policies of both the
Nozambican government and SIDA. In brief, the recommendations
give priority to forms of "battening down the hatches" which
are likely to privilege upper levels of the system, stagnate
primary coverage in rural areas, and move the system towards
its pre-independence urban-centered and elite character,
something which Frelimo has strived to overcome over the past
decade. The intention with this is not that the government
should abandon rural schooling, which in any case is not an
option it can choose. However the "customary rules of the
game" are no longer applicable and this has to be mirrored in
the Swedish support to the education sector.

For instance, it is not sensible at present to channel funds
to primary education if nothing else in society is function -
ing. Given the circumstances, extra enrollments are not on
the cards at any level other than in the context where exist -
ing financial capacity is underutilized, such as where teach-
ers are employed with small classes or work less than full -
time. In effect, the goal is to prevent functioning becoming
even worse than it is and to spend as little money as possi -
ble on that: available financial and human resources should
be used to make existing structures, especially in the tech-
nical tracks, more efficient and increase their utilization
rates with the goal of furnishing the economy with the re-
quired trained manpower.

It is also important to realize that, even in the unlikely
event that the present situation is resolved within the next
few years, the repercussions of the destruction of the econ-
omy and the dislocation of population through destabilization
actions and natural disasters will be seriously felt for many
more years to come. This means that efforts in the education
sector, and in particular the use of foreign funds, have to
be geared towards the rehabilitation and sustenance of the
economy: what is at stake is not the education of individuals
per se but the survival of Mozambique as a nation.

This entails that support to education cannot under prevail -
ing circumstances be directed towards the improvement and de-
velopment of the education sector in isolation. Rather, sup-
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port has to make its contribution to those aspects of the
sector that have as direct and immediate impact as possible
on the supply of needed manpower to the prioritized sectors
of agriculture, industry and transport and their administra-
tion. The lack of trained manpower is acute and a most seri -
ous obstacle for a successful implementation of measures
within these prioritized sectors.

Technical education and vocational trainin

6.2.2

The point of departure for support is conseggently the
improvement in efficiency of technical education and voca-
tional training. A series of deficiencies has been delineated
above and has to be addressed, making foreign support comple-
mentary to national efforts.

In view of our conclusions above, it would seem in this area
to be important to maintain Swedish support to financing of
efforts to improve teaching quality, internal efficiency,
practical training, and school production. Among the possi -
bilities, some of which have already been implemented or sug-
gested, are:

assistance to in - service teacher training measures;

assistance to the production of textbooks for technical
subjects; and

assistance to obtaining spare parts for installed equip-
ment, to improving electricity and fuel supply, and to ob-
taining raw materials for didactic and productive pur-
poses.

Special attention might be paid to improving the training and
increasing the output from the medium technical institutes.
The approach to be used is largely the same as that delin -
eated above, with perhaps some complementary provision of
equipment.

In industry and agriculture under rehabilitation, on-the- job
training for workers, which falls under SETEP'S jurisdiction
but is still sporadic and disorganized, could also be a sub-
ject for renewed attention.

In general, it seems that Swedish support could be redirected
towards making in - service and parallel - to - service training,
of both teachers and workers, function as effectively as pos -
sible. The plans to turn some ex- Trade schools at elementary
level into Rural Development Centres could also be a subject
of support in this light.

General Education

It is of course clear that many of the problems in the upper
levels of the system are directly attributable to the defec -
live school experience of their participants at the primary
level. This implies that all links in the process aiming at
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the supply of trained manpower have to be considered with a
view to avoiding the breakdown in one link which would limit
the impact of all other efforts. The Ministry of Education,
in cooperation with other structures, organizations and donor
agencies, has to ensure that all parts of the process are ad-
equately covered and sustained. A concentration of efforts to
the relevant aspects of the overall education system has to
be made as the scarce resources available are insufficient
for anything else.

It is a hard choice, but the expansion of the coverage of
'primary education and the rehabilitation of destroyed rural
primary schools will largely have to be postponed. There is
at present no room for constructing new schools or increasing
enrollment with all that this entails in terms of teacher
training, educational materials production and distribution,
and the like. Where dislocated pupils are flocking into
towns, temporary self -help construction to expand existing
schools will have to be.used.

What is necessarily a point of attention is the guaranteeing
of a sufficient high-quality output from the primary level to
meet the intake needs at higher levels. In this context, it
would be useful to debate the possibilities of re-orienting
the on-going education reform towards a 6- 3 - 2 or 6-3 - 3 sys-
lem, rather than continue striving for a 7 - 3 - 2 system. This
latter structure would, amongst other things, demand addi-
tional boarding facilities in the few existing secondary
schools, making it a much more costly and questionable strat -
egy.

At primary level, as a second priority after technical educa-
lion. Swedish support of a similar kind to that already given
could be continued. The provision of textbooks and educa-
tional material, including their distribution through DINAME,
should thus continue, with emphasis on providing books to the
"new" primary grades (Sth and 6th and, if implemented, Tth).
To this could be added in - service primary teacher training,
and the upholding of pre- service training to cover losses
through attrition.
SIDA could also help the Ministry to study carefully the real
average price of materials and their distribution, and per-
haps contribute some subsidization to allow poorer families
to send their children to school.

Limited funds could be made available to local production of
educational material which, in view of the strained financial
situation, is desirable and warrants support. In this con-
text, some funds could also go to the development of self -
help techniques for improving existing classrooms and their
furnishing. Funds could also be set aside for self - help
schemes for adding classrooms both to cope with dislocated
Pupils and to complete schools to include new primary 5th and
6th grade - given a 6- 3 - 3 structure.

Production activities, especially at boarding and secondary
schools, constitute another economic priority deserving of
some investment.
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An area which at least merits study, is that of putting some
efforts into improving the quality of life for teachers,
thereby raising their morale and performance and reducing the
attrition rate.

A suggestion put forward by the Ministry has been to create a
revolving find in each Province which could support starting
up production at schools, and advance loans to teachers to
help them house themselves near the schools where they are
posted, or to help those who have lost everything through
bandit attacks.

Sweden might earmark some extra funds for the World Food Pro-
gramme to supply food to schools and/or teachers in areas
particularly hard hit by the war. Such funds could perhaps be
made available under the Emergency Support Programme.

Administration and Planninl

6.2.4

Another priority area in view of increased efficiency is ad-
ministration and planning. It is here important to view the
whole sequence from school level via districts and provinces
to central level and to include the important advisory role
of the inspectorate. Furthermore, as far as technical and vo-
cational schools are concerned, the introduction of accoun-
tancy and - budgetary measures as well as inventory and costing
systems, particularly for production activities, should be
incorporated into administration and planning.

Adult Education

Support to adult education could continue to concentrate on
the effective use of the Manga Centre as a focus for activi -
ties in the field of adult education. Of particular impor-
tance in this field are the expansion of night school enroll -
ment and post-literacy activities within renewed, concen-
trated efforts aiming at raising functional literacy and edu-
cational levels of workers in productive enterprises in urban
and more developed rural areas.
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Annex 4

Glade 1 Glade 2 Glade 3 Glade 4
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1981 0.46
1982 0.46 0.43
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Gr 1 Gr 2 Gr 3

0 . 25

0 . 25 0 . 25

0.23 0.17 0.22

Graduation tate Gr 4 1984: 0.51
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Assigned
teaching
level

Gr 1 - 4

Gr 1 - 5

Gr 5 - 6
Gr 1 - 7

Gr 7 - 9
Gr 10- 11
Gr 8- 12

Basic

Medium

Adult
primary

Notes

48

TEACHER TRAINING DEVELOPMENT

Annex 6

'000

Centre No of Train
type centers model

1987

CFPP

CFPP 18

UEM
IMP 4

UEM
UEM
ISP 1

IPI.IPU 4
IAC,ICM

UEM, n
overseas

CFEP 2

Teacher Total Teachers Graduates In train

bth+1

bth+3

gth+2
gth+3

11th+2
11th+2
llth +

4 1/2

gth+3

llth +
4/5

bth+1

trained
1980-85

10,476

947

2,032

1,058
191

521

9

600

in system
1986

20,576

2,446

859
117

667

149

9

1986

719

673

'J

9

9

1987

3,468

820

9

9

0

9

CFPP
UEM
IMP
ISP
IPI
IPU
IAC
ICM

CFEP

0
not available
primary teacher training centre
Eduardo Mondlane University
Medium- level pedagogical institute
Superior - level pedagogical institute
Industrial pedagogical institute (Nampula)
Agricultural pedagogical institute (Umbeluzi)
Agricultural institute (Chimoio)
Commercial institute (Maputo)
Educator training centre (Manga).

Source:CNP, (1987); MINED, (1987); interviews.
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Muitas dezenas de pmfessores e alunos - mot-{ Nio fossepela. cor&gem dos professores e ahmos que
rem nssassinados has suas escolas, na., provineia., de se nio vergam a. essa, barbårie, a. cifra. de criangas
Inhambane. E eontam-se per milhares as ei-iåingas uesse estado estaria. na.s dezenas de milhar: <Quando
que se viram forgadas & fic&r som estuda.é

-,.a,£ mein fa. escola. é destruida. passamos a. trabalhar debaixo
110 corrente aao lectivo. Os estabelecimentqé' sin éido cajueiro>, refere Manuel Vicente, Director Pro-
lglmlmente a.lvos principais dos baadidosermados. -vincia.l da. Educagio.

A Educagåo, na provincia de em todo o pais, os ndmeros de exemplo, foram matriculadas no
Inhambane, atravessa um momen- pessoas envolvidas no ensino su- corrente and lectivo 167 928 crian-
to dramåtico. biram sobremaneira. de 1975 a. es- gas, centra. as 13 673 que frequen-

A aemelhauga do que se passou. ta parte. No ensi1io primårio, per tavam esse nivel em 1975. Nesse
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€O hi1inero de @escoias destruldas 'esté. a
auinehtar multo.nos (ultlmos mesesn
Manuel..'vlcente. Director Provlncial 'da

'Educagåo

andaipenas 1091 jovens frequenta
V8€1i13o'ensino secundario e agera
(Reste ano . dej 1987) a provincia
lem 10 428 estudantes no nivel se
cundårio.

Per- si .sbs, estes n&meros dei
Xam iélaro 'o grande crescimento
verijicado, - no

.
ensino, explosåo,

alias,' que aconteceu em todas as
provincias. For assim que se tor
nou - imperativa a abertura de mais
escolas, acompanhada. com a,for -
macao febril de professores. ac
gåo ainda na- agenda das priorida
des das estruturas que orientam
a Educagåo.

Procurou-se ig-ualmente c r i a r
todo um minimo de condigbes ma.
teriais-

'önas novas - escolas per for-
ma öa' - tornar possivel essa; accåo
de ensino-aprendizagem.'E mesmo
com as lacunas queö ficavam per
preencher, comoöa montagem de
laboratérios, - por exemplo, os pro-
fessores sempre buscaram alterna
tiv&s de tornear lars insuficiéncias
no seu trabalho.

A provincia de Inhambane tem
aqora 12 escolas de nivel secun
dé.1jio,.contra apenas trés que exis-
liam - 'antes 'de 1975.. Dito funcio-
ngm com as quinta e sexta. clas
ses e .has restantes, incluindo a
Escola €<Comercial e Industrial >> ,

lecciona-se até å nona classe. En
tretanto, apenas duas dessas qua
tro escolas, tém laboratérios e os
respectivosimateriais para as dis
ciplinas cuja aprendizazem, assim
o exigem, nomeadamente as esco-
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la.s 'ecomercial e Industrialn e a
€Secundai'ia Emilia Daf1sse >> . Nas
olitråsescolas j os professores ira-
"balham com base em esquemas, mi
quadro, para; fazer demonstragbes
pråticas 'de Fisica. e Quimica, por
exemplo,' esclarece Manuel Vicente

COMULO
DO DESCARAMENTO?

*1:Fexjindo -toda-

' esta forca de von-
tade, que-

, é, 'ainda' por cima;. a
grande Ielicidade das nossas crian-
gas.- ,os; bandidos témwvindo a - des-
trliir escolas, - a saquear 0 respec-
live equipamento e diverse mate
rial ao mesnmotempo que assassi
nam' - -etraptam professores e alu-
nos. Muitos alunos e professores
perdenra vida. com canetas - e li-
vrosd na mio. Outros milhares' de
criangas ,véem-se obrigados a ficar
som estudar, - quando forcados a
sair das suas Zonas em consequén
cia de as suas' escolas e casas te
rem. sido queimadas

Asöfamilias aL quem assim acon
tece passam a <esquecer-se de pro
curar alternativas. para as suas
criangas continuarem a estudar,
has zonas onde se, våo abrigar
Sem bases nenhumas para a sua
sobrevivéncia nas suas enovas ha-
bita.(;bes >> os pais paäsam a. pensar
em alternativas de arranjar comi
da, para os seus filhos, relegando,
per issn. - o reenquadramento das
suas.cria.n(;a.s na.-; escolaåz para - o
dltimo lugar, ,conforme aponta Ma
nuel Vicente.

Francisco Herculano, um meni

Francisco Herculano: Il. sua escola for
destruida em Julho iiltimo

no de 10 anos de idade, é apenas
um exemplo da situagzio cm que
vivem centenas de crianr;as na
provlncia de Inhambane. Esta
crianca frequentava a tercelra
classe numa escola em Homoine
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Aspecto frontal da Escola Secundåria usamora Machein da Maxixe: €-O mimero de
alunos aqui esté a sublr. porque recebemos estudantes vindos das escolas afectadas... - >

- Jeremias Fondo
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IM eScmS mama ni Man lem E mm-
Os efeitos do bcmdilismo ormudohm Educo9&o

tivarom os sms eieitos mors nelostos nu regiäo centre
do - pers. Um documento-resumo do Ministérig do.Edu
cagio $obre oslo oss1mtp re/ere que nos prouincios de
$o/ola, Tate e Zombézfo, entre 1.983 e 1lioio'de @I987,
forum destruidus 1388 escola$. Desto mimero 1372 ISiio
do niuel primririo e os restontes do niuel secm1dårio

Os mimeros de olunos que licomm olectodos com
oslo Bituogeo situom-se em 19.9338 no nfuel primririo
e 7387 no ensino seczmdärio. £1 estotfsticd de projes
sores ofectados palo desestobilizaciio dos bamlidos mi-
mddos cponto 215.9 no primeiro nios! e 160 rio securi-
éério. 'NO mein dessas ggressoes encetodos contm e3-
co1us e outros estobelecfmentos du Educocåoié öbuio

Na segunda. quinzena de Julho ol-
timo essa escola for destruida. e a
sua familia abandonou a casa de-
vido ac terror que entå.o se inten-
sificou, vindo a fixar-se em Inha-
m&ssua. E nestaregiåo 0 rapaz
nio retomou a. sua actividade, ape-
sal de a. sua. måe tentar enquadrå-
-10 .na escola primåria Iocal.

TRANSFERENCIA
FORQADA
O uf1mero de escolas destruidas

pelos bandidos ar1nados cestå a
aumentar muito nos &ltimos me-
ses. S6 neste ano somam 14 05 es-
tabelecimentos afectados>. refere
Manuel Vicente, contando-hos so-
bro o bltimo case dessa natureza
que se registou em Cambine, no
distrito de Morrumbene: eli os
bandidos atacaram duas escolas,
uma primåria. e outra secundåria
com cerca de mil alunos da quinta
ii 'hona classes> .

A Direcgio Provincial da Edu-
cagio viu-se forgada a. transferir
os professores e alunos para a, vi-
la. de Morrumbene, onde viriam a
reiniciar as aulas no dia 22 seguin-
te has b&rracas e outros sitios inr-
provisados. Nio serra. fåcil reid-
ma.r as a.ula.s em Cambine, nio s6
polo facto de as instalaäjies terem
side &tectndas, come ainda. devido
no modo que passou a. existir.

Em Morrumbene, para além'de
Be passar a. trabalhar scb condi-
az

q1ie milhoreéi de, olmios ie profe$sores . lprdm asses-
sinodo$.5' Ö

Mos porqué o e11.si1to.mio poele pdror mesmo. com
o desebtobilizogåo' d03fbomiidos drmados qué oindd
pcrsiste, osooieizddg' éöchor$1oÄio tr ddr 0 öseu - co1ztri-
buto no repqsigdo Hos gro1czieL$dq11bs Öpousnd0$ pure. gr

conthmidadé' dos , dctiuidudeé bspoléérésé
.4 Editcaéåojq{.Quem)Bhlje, 'em imrticulor, o lea-

bilitogEo - urggmtc 'do}, pop1ilogäo escolor czjectodu, - r€-
c01zstrui1t'd0' escolds, ;repomzo'o material e 0; e(juipo-
me11.toqi11dispe.1zseiuez - oo juuciortqmento do ensino, ~-
jiniu progroritosfdéégctiufdoile = barn esse efeito, dis-
crimimzmio osiécitrsos -gnoterioi$

-

fc jimmceiros neoes
8on08.

gbes majs parcas:hai que haver urin
. 4O ENSINQIF

esforgo enorme per. pairteile töodos, ,
'NÄO PODEÖ'- PAR-AR'

per forma 9. poder-se recuperar as,
trés semanas que pérdemos na, se- ="Ein outras regibes da provinci
quéncia. dessa acgio dos bdndidos

ö

= qua'n@0- as escoms sao a'{ingi{}a
" palo togo dos bandidos, muda-safirma. o Director Provincial da.' -

- -
' para; debaixo de um cajusiro. P01

Educagåo elucidando que1zodos ns -

@2

- - -
, nsmo nao pode para.:

!"'Of€SsOrEs
€$*50 ci€"Ö?sSOb'é, No nieio,'disto, entretanto, sorger

1S$0 € cilla E111D0 de disclplma Ni - aépöié-, éituagöes que as pröpriä
elaborar o sou piano de recupera- estruturas da Educagåo na. provir
95.0. cia ainda, 115.0 podem evitar corr

Os centros
de alfabetlzaeio

em actlvldade
sin poucos.

uMultos estio
encerrndos

devldo
& guorraw
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B centra enas crlangas e a sua preparacåo para a vida que os bandldos agem

pletaznente, sobretudo as desistén
cias de alunos öem major nurner0.
Uns 'porque rumam- para outras
regiöes com os qseus encarregados
de educagåo e outros desistem por
1nedo de voltarem a sersurpreen
didos, -nas suaa escolas.- - o.. grosso
de'a.lun05"1nantémése has suas ac
tividadés, 'suportando astransfe-
réncias , forgadas.

Ac longo desto and lectivo,'con-
forme Manuel .Vicente, os l;andi
dos armados assassinaram 52 alu-
nos.e ll;professores. Outros sete
docentes sao, até agera, dados co-
1no desaparecidos. .Raptaram 96
alunos .e saquealt-am 'bens 'a. 128
professores, tambérn öao longo do
corrente'öano nes - suas incursöes
pelas escolas.

As escolas que funcionam sob
relativa paz, na provincia, såo as
sediadas nas cidades da Maxixe e
de Inhambane. Entretanto, nesses
estabelecimentos sente-se igual-
mente as consequéncias desto. ac-
gio banditesca sobre as suas con-

1'EMPO - 18/10/87

géneres nos distritos, conforme 0
Director - da Escola Secundåria
€Samora Macheln da Maxixe, Je
remias Fondo, que afirma: o nu
mero de allmos aqui estå a subir.
porque sentimo-nos no dever e
obrigagio de receber os estudantes
de Homoine e de outras escolas
lgua.lm,ente afectadas. Com esses
alunos hos professores såo igual
monte obrigados a fazer trabalho
particular para recuperå.-jos, uma
vez que chegam depois de terem
passade semanas som estudar.

No tocante å. Alfabetizagåo e
Educagåo de Adultos a realidade
é ainda pior, conforme o Director
Provincial da Educagåo. Apontou
que ainda. 115.0 procedemos an le-
v&ntamento, mas muitos centros
estio encerrados. Quando as aulas
p a r a adultos funcionavam na
maior parte dos distritos da pro
vincia, nio se conseguia contem
plar todos os alfabetizandos com
o material didåctico, mas agera. nå
rnuitos llvros e neo temos a. quem

distribuir. A guerra. forgou a mi
Ihares de adluros a. deixarem de
estndar.

Jå antes da. intensificagåo do
terror dos bandidos armados, se
gunde Manuel Vicente, a seca afec
tava 0 funcionamento da alfabeti
zagåo has regiöes do interior da
provincia. Com 0 agravamento da.
desestabilizagåo provocada p e 10 5
bandidos armados, nos &ltirnos
tempos, mesmo has zonas em que
esta actividade se desenvolvia nor
malmente, os monitores e aLfabeti-
zandos eståo envolvidos no com
hate aus bandidos armados>. Ape
nas em alguns centros de activi
dade econéznica e social, nas ci
dades da Maxixe e de Inhaxnbane,
é que temos &lguns centros em
flmcionamentn e estamos a. faser
um trabalho de mobilizagfio com
vista. a.o reinicio das aulas nos ba
zares e outrros locais que julgamos
haver eondigbes minimas para o
efeito.
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ZAHBIA - KBBPINGUPCOVERAGBAND

1 SUHHARY

National income in Zambia is no higher in 1987 than it was
when the copper prices plunged a little more than a decade
ago, but population has grown considerably. With both abso-
lutely and relatively more children today, but with rela -
tively less resources, the primary school system has experi -
enced a difficult time in trying to maintain coverage and
standards.

Though enrollment ratios fell in the end of the seventies,
they actually managed to increase all through the eighties
and are today as high as they ever were. Today, all children
sooner or later enter primary school. Despite the crisis, the
numbers of pupils per class and per teacher have been main-
tained or even improved. That coverage has been upheld is
proof of very strong demand in the population for education.

BUt, the crisis has hit primary education hard. Today, the
state pays for teachers' salaries and nothing more. Parents
must build and maintain any new school buildings. They also
contribute to pupils' consumption to an amount clearly larger
than teachers' salaries. In as much as there is furniture or
text books, they seem to have been imported or at least fi -
nanced by donors. Teachers still teach, despite a big fall in
real wages, but they have less and less resources to help
them. And there is still a coverage problem which is threat -
ening to grow. In poor urban areas, the queue of children
having to wait a year or two before they can find a place in
a grade 1 class room is probably getting longer, and in poor
rural areas there is also a shortage of glade 5 class rooms,
forcing children to leave primary education before their
reading abilities have stuck.

The government of Zambia will not be able to provide these
resources. In even best case scenarios, Zambia's external re-
sources will be very scarce, which means that primary educa-
lion can expect no foreign exchange allocations. The value of
Government expenditure cannot be kept up without reducing the
budget deficit, which means that the government certainly
will not provide any other resources for primary education
except teachers' salaries. Parents must provide whatever
other domestic resources that can possibly be raised, but
parents already contribute a lot, despite decreasing incomes,
and they will be expected to pay more also for other ser-
vices. And still the number of children will grow, maybe by
as much as 3,8 percent, and much more in the cities. Their
demand for education shows no sign of abatement.

The government of Zambia, certainly at civil servant levels,
is acutely aware of the economic constraints facing the fu-
ture developments of the education sector. The crisis hits at
the whole education sector, also at those non-primary sub-
sectors which take more than half of government education al -
locations. But, because primary education has already been
cut to teachers' salaries which cannot further lose their
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proportion of expenditure, further cuts have to hit mainly at
secondary and university levels, which, however, are politi -
cally very sensitive. The cost recovery and cost efficiency
measures now proposed to the Cabinet must be characterized as
quite radical.
Primary education remains government declared priority
(though as revealed by expenditure, it can hardly be said to
have been actual priority, at least not during the eighties).
Government cannot be expected to provide additional real re-
sources to the sub-sector, but it can be expected to improve
the efficiency within the present system. Cost recovery mea-
sures, Such as a district educational levy or increased re-
sponsibilities for parents - teachers associations which would
be expanded in- to cooperatives, are being discussed but have
not yet taken shape.

Despite the crisis there is still considerable under-utiliza -
tion of resources, particularly the primary school teaching
staff and the country's ability to produce and distribute ed-
ucational materials and school furniture. Surprisingly enough
to an outsider, there is considerable over-staffing of pri -
mary schools in Zambia, by more than 30 percent according to
official criteria. The Government is preparing new legis -
lation to avoid having to pay teachers who are not working.
The necessity for reform seems now to be getting more under-
standing from the teachers' union than earlier.

If the costs of over- staffing may be reduced in the near fu-
ture, it is more difficult to say when local resources, pro-
duction facilities and distribution services may come to be
better utilized. There is enough printing capacity in the
country, but the Swedish- financed relatively small printing
programme is running years behind. There are enough trucks in
Zambia, but books and furniture have difficulties reaching
the schools. There are workshops all over the country, but
furniture has been imported by donors, or inefficiently pro-
duced centrally. To supply schools with materials and furni -
ture, the systems of production and distribution need reform.
Here we lack government policy.

These structural problems have hindered the main donor in the
primary school sector, SIDA, from giving effective support.
Lately, around half of its annually available support remains
unutilized. It is not easy to see how this could change in
the near future. A review of the options for donors does not
reveal any resource gaps that could be easily filled by
donors.

First of all, donors are not suitable for contributing to the
main expenditure in the system, teachers' salaries. Such sup-
port is explicitly not welcomed by the state, which clearly
states that government service is government responsibility.
The political complications in government employment makes it
risky for donors to become quasi - employers. The commitment
shown hitherto by the Zambian government to pay teachers also
makes it very doubtful whether there is any additionality in
such support.
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There is, however, definite additionality in the provision of
education materials and school furniture. Of course, a donor
could spend a lot of money on"efficient" production abroad
and an independent distribution system in the country. If
rather the goal is to mobilize internal resources then this
can only be solved by structural changes, such as maybe
privatization of production and decentralization of distribu -
tion. Since such changes will take a long time yet, this evi-
dent field of support will not likely demand much increasing
resources in the near future.

With the aim of increasing the efficiency and the quality
within the present system, several areas can be identified
for new or increased support. General administration, school
planning on district and individual school level, the inspec-
torate, and in - service teacher training are some such areas.
The running costs involved, mostly local, are not big and
preparation of such projects will take some time.

The mission also suggests, somewhat surprisingly maybe, that
some new capital expenditure should be undertaken by donors.
The apparent over-staffing at primary levels, means that new
investments could be made in the building of new classrooms,
without necessarily straining the recurrent budget. The urban
grade 1 bottleneck seems the most urgent, but rural glade 5
is also a pressing need. Such support must necessarily take
the form of assisting in.mobilizing parents' resources. There
exist several successful methods for helping self -help pro-
grammes.

Though the circumstances today seem to allow for an expansion
of the educational system in order to maintain relativa cov-
erage, it seems unavoidable that the national economy will
continue its fall. This will inevitably bring Zambia closer
to the very difficult choice between maintaining coverage or
quality in the educational system.

A DESCRlPTIQN OF RESOURCBS FOR EDUCATION AND THEIR USE

2.1 Resources

Government

The economic crisis in Zambia has meant that GDP 1987 15 no
higher than it was ten years ago; per capita - the population
is said to grow at around 3,3 percent that means a signifi -
cant drop in income.

Government expenditure has varied considerably over the past
decade, both in real terms and as share of GDP, but it is
safe to say that: 1) real non-debt servicing expenditure has
declined; 2) capital expenditure has been more drastically
reduced than has recurrent expenditure; 3) wages have in -
creased as a share of recurrent expenditure at the expense of
operational costs, but administrative costs have also been
reduced, at least during the 1980's.
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It is, however, very interesting to note that, though real
resources have been reduced, the shares of the major cate-
gories of "developmental" expenditure have been increased.
This is also true of the social services, in particular of
education.

Educational expenditure averaged 13 percent over the period
1975-85. After a significant drop in 1980 to 8 percent, edu-
cation even managed to increase its share to 17 percent in
1984, at the same time as the economic crisis became more en-
trenched. As a share of GDP, total government expenditure on
education has also remained fairly constant between 4 and 6
percent, in real terms even averaging closer to 6 percent.
All figures seem to be above average for comparable coun-
tries. For a comprehensive coverage since 1975, see Annex 5.

Table 1. Educational Expenditure in Relation to Gross Domestic Product
and Government E enditure 1980-1985 at Current Prices 'in

E

million Kwachaé

enditure 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

GDP 3,063.6 3,485.4 3,595.3 4,181.2 4,931.0 6,332.1
Tot gov't exp 1,657.57 1,388.61 1,643.24 1,475.93 1,484.63 2,184.33
Tot educ exp 128.25 151.52 212.20 224.96 249.18 293.19

Percentage relationship
Tot educ exp/
tot gov't exp 7.74 10.91 12.91 15.24 16.78 13.42

Source: GRZ Financial Reports (1980 - 1986).

As far as government expenditure on education is concerned,
we can conclude that while it in relativa terms has been up-
held, showing a strong commitment to the sector, in real
terms it has declined, meaning a difficult situation for the
quality of teaching and for the future maintenance and expan-
sion of the coverage of the system.

2.1.2 Parental contribution

The other local source of resources for education are of
course the parents. Their costs - foregone income from child
labour apart consist of learning materials, school funds,
transport, lunches and school uniforms. Some of these ex-
penses have more the character of private consumption, but
they are nevertheless an essential contribution to children's
schooling, and they surely weigh heavy on the shoulders of
the parents. A special study by the University of Zambia has
shown that parental expenditure on these items in primary ed-
ucation in 1985 ranged from KSO-11O per pupil in rural areas
to around KZOO in the urbanized regions of Lusaka, Copperbelt
and Central Region. In secondary education the average was
K45O. This should be compared to the minimum wage, which is
also frequently paid, of about K4 per day. This means that
families will pay a very substantial amount of their yearly
money income on education for their children. Compare also
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the figure K1OO- ZOO per pupil in 1985 with the per capita in -
come of that year, K95O.

Table 2. Average Annual Amounts lin Kwacha} Parents in Each Region Pay
for Education - Related Egpenses of Each Primary Pupil,

Region

1985 .

Learning School Transport School Total cost
Materials funds + Lunch Uniform er Po il

Central
Copperbelt
Eastern
Lusaka
Luapula
Northern
North-western
Southern
Western

Zambia

22
25
14
26

8
12

6
12
10

20

6
15
10
15

8
12

4
11

5

12

103
159
100
134

17
101

6
90
15

124

91
95
68
93
47
51
37
55
39

78

193
227
110
206

87
89
51
96
67

166

Source: Kelly, N.J. et al (1986) Education Provision for ALL.
University of Zambia. Lusaka.

In total, parents may, again in 1985, have spent somewhere in
the region of KZOOm to primary schooling of their children,
which certainly must be a heavy burden. It is of interest to
note that parental outlay on primary education is even more
than the government spends on this level, which that year was
K12Om.

The estimates for the parents' contribution to primary educa-
tion used above do not include self -help schemes for the
building of classrooms. There is at present no way of finding
out how much this may come to. While the contribution earlier
may have been considerable, it is likely to have been reduced
as the economic crisis has worsened. Self - help schemes, how-
ever, still account for the building of practically all new
primary school classrooms.

Although the number of private schools has considerably in-
creased in the last decade, especially in urban areas, their
ability to provide significant additional school places is
minimal. In 1984 less than 1 percent of the total primary
school enrollment were in private schools. At secondary
school level only 6 percent of the total number of pupils
were in private schools. Needless to say, school fees were
prohibitively high for the majority of the population.

2.1.3 Foreign aid

The contribution of foreign aid to the education sector has
not been large, at least as it has been measured in terms of
kwacha. First of all, the share of total foreign aid that
goes to the education sector is very small (under 5 percent),
but also the size of foreign aid is small in comparison to
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what the government and the parents directly contribute (USD
18m in 1984, compared to several hundred million kwacha).

The government recurrent budget is all financed by own re-
sources (though, of course, the foreign lending the govern-
ment managed to keep up as the crisis continued contributed
to this being possible). The government also paid for most of
the capital budget until the beginning of the eighties.
Thereafter, foreign funds came to dominate this declining
budget more and more.

Table 3. Pro ortion of Ca ital Bud et for Education Arisin From
Development Aid, 1980-86. AmQunt in Million Kwacha )

Year Capital Budget Local Funds Development Aid Development Aid
as a %-age of

Ca ital Budget
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

1980-86

2.2

9.30
12.63
15.26
13.41
19.57
26.80
99.86

196.83

6.96
5.27
7.08
6.72

13.02
7.90

25.08

72.03

2.34
7.36
8.18
6.69
6.55

18.90
74.78

124.80

25.2
58.3
53.6
49.9
33.5
70.5
74.9

63.40

Source: Kelly, M.J. et al (1986).

Since probably an increasing share of foreign funds was used
for recurrent purposes and because the value of foreign cur-
rencies in relation to the kwacha is unclear, it is better to
consider the importance of foreign exchange (whether recur-
rent or capital) contributed and what kind of local
expenditure in kwachas it covered.

We have come across no comprehensive statistics, but nothing
points to any other conclusion, than that foreign aid ac -
counted for more and more of the sector's use of foreign ex-
change, and that it has probably accounted for close to tOO
percent of such use during the present decade, at least for
primary and maybe also secondary education. As far as foreign
funded kwacha expenditure is concerned, most of it has gone
into maintenance programmes and some other local recurrent
expenditures.

Use of resources
In Zambia the government pays for primary teachers' salaries
through the regional Offices of the Prime Minister, and the
District Education Office before being collected by the head-
masters. The districts have also received subventions for
primary school teaching materials, but this was ended in the

1) All amounts in current prices
2) Does not include supplementary provisions
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1986 budget. School books, in as much as they are provided,
are supplied centrally but paid for by parents.

Parents pay also for the construction of any new classrooms,
and, of course, for the consumption of the pupils in the
school. Parents are organized into Parents-Teachers Associa-
tions, PTAS, to which contributions are voluntary, usually
between K5 and K30. The PTAS play an important role around
the school. Parents also pay a small compulsory fee to the
school fund.

Donor funds have been used mainly for scholarships and tech-
nical assistance. A considerable amount has gone to imports
of books, paper, furniture and maintenance inputs. The local
recurrent expenditures have mainly gone for purposes like
printing costs and training seminars. For the functioning of
the school system, the contribution towards educational male-
rials and school furniture has been important, as have the
secondary school maintenance programmes.

Such then is the general use of the resources. As for the
split recurrent/capital, it seems less and less is used for
actual capital uses, i.e. real investments as distinct from
what is simply put under the heading of "capital budget". If
a country devalues, as Zambia did during 1985-87, the foreign
funds within the capital budget will increase their value in
kwacha terms, though no actual change in the value of the re-
sources may have taken place. Since it hasn't been possible
to see where this has been the case, the interpretation of
the capital budget figures has been difficult.
One thing, however, stands out. If one looks at expenditure
by different levels of education, an interesting difference
appears as regards the importance of capital expenditure.
There has been during the eighties a very considerable expan-
sion of capital outlays on secondary schools. Expenditure
went from Klm, or 25 percent of the capital budget, in 1981
to Kllm, or around 7O percent, in 1984. This expansion con-
sists partly of the ministerial endeavours to make basic ed-
ucation a nine year school for all, thus necessitating a
physical expansion of secondary school Forms I and II into
primary grades 8 and 9. In the 1986 budget it remains clear
that secondary schools completely dominate the capital out-
lays, with university education taking a considerable part of
the rest, and primary schools, teacher training and voca-
tional training each receiving below 5 percent.

The expansion of the secondary schools and the already large
university has meant a heavy share of recurrent outlays going
to these higher levels of education. Of total government ex-
penditure on education approaching KSOOm in 1985, about K25 m
was capital outlays and the rest, 95 percent, was recurrent.
If we only look at what of this is spent on the principal
sub-sectors primary and secondary education, teacher train -
ing, Vocational training and the university (which means ex-
cluding some very important recurrent expenditure such as ad-
ministration and university bursaries), then of these K233m
(leaving the same amount aside), secondary schools look 22
percent and the university 17 percent, vocational training 7
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percent and teacher training 3 percent. Primary education
commanded sO percent land even this is probably an ex-
aggeration, due to uncertainties in the definitions underly -
ing the table from which these figures are taken). It is in -
teresting to note that these percentages seem to have been
fairly constant during the present decade.

Looking at primary school expenditure, K12Om in 1985 and more
than 99 percent recurrent, it is clear that teachers
salaries (including allowances and other benefits) have be-
come more and more important. This proportion rose form 77
percent in 1975, through 88 percent in 1980 to 96 percent in
1985. We have already mentioned how expenditure on educa-
tional materials and other necessities has been driven out of
the budget for primary education. Table 4 below gives an in -
dication of the share of recurrent expenditure going to
teacher salaries. For a breakdown of allocations to other
functions, see annex 6.

Table 4. Teacher Salaries as %-a e of total Recurrent E enditure b
Re ion 1985 - 86.

Total
1985@ Recurrent Expenditure:
K117@883,909

Central
Copperbelt
Eastern
Lusaka
Luapula
Northern
N/West
Southern
Western

Zambia

1985

10.2
17.1
8.9

12.2
6.7

12.1
6.1

12.4
6.7

92.3

Source: Calculated

Total
1986, Recurrent Expenditure:
K151,422,909

1986

10.8
19.1
8.5

10.7
5.3

11.9
5.3

13.1
7.2

91.8

from NCDP (1986 + 1987)

Strong forces, then, are at work to keep teachers' salaries
being paid. This has not prevented them from falling drasti -
cally in real value, maybe by as much as half during a ten
year period. It is, however, important to note that the
teachers in fact do get paid every month. There is no way of
telling how the teaching morale has been affected, but the
fact that the structure is still functioning is an indication
that no irreparable damage has yet been done. And it could
also be said that this in fact shows that teachers are mo-
tivated by more than just their salaries. Teaching may still
be a vocation.

Sufficient educational materials of good quality are surely
important for motivating teachers. We have already touched on
them. The state supplies the text books and teachers' guides,
which all however are in very inadequate supply. The state is
dependent on foreign aid for its production, but administra-
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tive and organizational problems still leave production far
behind present possibilities. Not least distribution aspects
remain unsolved. Exercise books are in relatively better sup-
ply, which is encouraging since they are so important in the
learning process. They should be available at subsidized
prices from the state book distributor, but have often to be
bought at actual prices from private retailers. But the prob-
lems of producing sufficient books are reflected in Kenneth
Kaunda Foundation's inability to meet production targets in
recent years as shown in the table below.

Table 5. Textbook/Exercise Book Production of Kenneth Kaunda Foundation
£KKF} 1985-87.

Year Textbook Production Exercise book Production
Budqeted Actual Shortfall % Budqeted Actual Shortfall %

1985 1,800,000 850,000
1986 1,500,000 863,000
1987 2,200,000 0

57.2
42.4

100.0

16,000,000 16,023,695
18,000,000 17,693,900
15,000,000 1,272,800

29.4
91.5

Source: Wright, C. (1987).

Primary school buildings are set up by parents if their PTA
is active and manages to collect contributions and if there
are building supplies to be bought. The number of classrooms
is expanding much more slowly today, if at all, than earlier,
indicating the difficulties that the economic crisis has
meant. Today, shortage of classrooms may be the most impor-
tant factor contributing to the glade 1 intake bottleneck in
urban areas and the glade 5 intake bottleneck in rural areas.

School furniture seems to be financed exclusively by donors.
World Bank imports and Swedish financed central production
have been the main source. A decentralization of production
and repair has improved the situation, but supplies remain a
serious problem.

Finally, expenditure on primary teacher training is low,
around Kbm per year during the period 1981-85, which recently
has meant reduced real resources. Apart from affecting tu -
tors' salaries, and the living standards of the teachers-to-
be, this has severely cut the availability of teaching mate-
rials. The general pattern in the education sector is valid
here, too.

The teacher training colleges educate a number of teachers
every year, who are assured of pay after having passed exams.
The continuous net increase in teaching staff means a con-
stant increase in the pressure on the primary education re-
current budget. The net yearly increase in teachers has more
than kept up with the net yearly increase in pupils, thus re-
ducing the pupil/teacher ratio even as the crisis has pro-
gressed. This development has lead to a clear over-staffing
of teachers. According to regulations of how many teachers
are permitted per class, there was an over- staffing of TOOO
teachers, or 31 percent, in 1986.
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Though definitions of what is actually over- staffing are rel -
ative, it is evident that there is a not inconsiderable num-
ber of teachers who get full pay, but teach a minimal number
of periods, if any. The cause of this problem is the regula -
tions stating that those who have completed teacher training
should be paid regardless of how much they teach, together
with the strong urbanization in Zambia. Teachers who move
into town on their own or following a husband who is posted
or employed in town, means that that teacher will be paid
whether the local schools can give her work or not. This
means that the problem of over- staffing is largely a ru-
ral/urban problem. Kabwe Urban District, e.g., had an over-
staffing of 58 percent, while a rural region like Luapula
only had an average of 16 percent over- staffing. It is inter -
esting to note, however, that in no district in the whole
country was there under- staffing as defined by the Zambian
state.

Table 6. Primary School Enrollment and Teacher Distribution by Region,
1986 .

Re ion Total Enrollment Number of Teachers % Over- staffin

Central
Copperbelt
Eastern
Lusaka
Luapula
Northern
North-western
Southern
Western

Zambia 1

139 ,421
305,368
135 ,861
161 ,078

92 , 262
170 ,436

77 , 535
180 , 530
103 ,429

,365,926

Source: Derived

3,300
6, 190
3,205
3. 145
2,161
3,333
1,790
4, 174
2,543

29,841

from MGEC (1987).

36
31
33
49
16
18
20
36
38

3 1

3 . BFFBCTS OF THE ECONOHIC CRISIS ON EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Primagy education
Primary enrollment has continued to expand during the eco-
nomic crisis, and it has expanded even as measured by the
gross enrollment ratio. This ratio which fell during the lat -
ter half of the seventies, actually grew again in the begin-
ning of the eighties, and is today as high as it ever was,
around 92 percent. The pupil/teacher ratio fell drastically
1975 -80 from 95 to 49, and continued to fall to 46 in 1984.
Even the retention rate, i.e. glade 7 enrollment compared
with grade 1 enrollment seven years earlier, increased from
0.76 in 1974 to 0.88 in 1984.

This development is strong proof of the urgency perceived by
both the government and the people on the need for education.
That the crisis has hit the sector became evident when in
1984 the unit cost (as measured in constant prices, total
costs for the primary education divided by the number of en-
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rolled pupils) fell for the first time since independence.
Coverage has been upheld. It seems that still today practi -
cally all children sooner or later start school. It is the
length and quality of the schooling that the crisis is hit -
ting the hardest.

It is important to state clearly: despite the economic cri-
sis, the government has upheld and even expanded the educa-
tional system. The output of teachers and the enrollment of
pupils have more than kept pace with the increase in popula-
tion, both in primary education and in secondary education.

Table 7. Enrollment in Primar Schools Grade 1- 7 b Re ion 1984 and
1986 .

Re ion 1984 1986 % Chan e 84-86 GER 7 -13 -86

Central
Copperbelt
Eastern
Lusaka
Luapula
Northern
North-west
Southern
Western

Zambia

124,211
276,570
128 ,944
145 , 511
93 ,008

158,885
70 ,952

165 , 707
96,822

1 , 260 , 610

139,421 12.2 101.0
305,368 10.4 86.6
135,861 5.4 83.0
161,078 10.7 81.2
92,262 - 0.8 84.3

170.436 7.3 97.8
77,535 9.3 103.3

180,530 8.9 104.2
103,429 6.8 104.1

1.365,920 8.3 92.0

Source: MGEC Annual Reports and Unpublished data.

But the crisis has, of course, hit the sector severely. The
real value of total educational expenditure dropped 39 per-
cent between 1974 and 1983 according to one study, while
capital expenditure dropped as much as 81 percent. This has
meant that the system has faced increasing difficulties in
maintaining its qualitative standards. Actual spending on
teaching and learning requisites dropped from 9.8 percent of
all primary school expenditure in 1975 to 7,1 percent ten
years later. Real per pupil expenditure on educational mate-
rials fell from K2,19 in 1980 to K0,63 in 1985, before being
completely abolished in 1986. It is clear what this means for
already difficult teaching standards.

No figures we have come across give any indication of the de-
velopment being any other than the one generally presumed to
be the case: the crisis first hit the physical expansion of
the system, i.e. the number of schools and classrooms, there-
after the availability of educational materials dwindled, to -
day teachers' salaries completely dominate government spend-
ing on primary education, which means that with a prolonged
crisis sooner or later probably even the coverage will be af-
fected.

The crisis has maybe struck at the quality of teacher train -
ing, but not yet at the numbers of teachers trained. The in -
crease in teaching staff has continued despite clear evidence
of over- staffing described earlier. This problem of under-
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utilization is the more striking when considering the impor-
tance of the teachers in the education process.

Inefficient use of resources also marks the provision of edu-
cational materials, since output and distribution could be
increased by improvements in management and likewise in the
structure of production and distribution. The same can be
said a fortiori of school furniture.

The low level of investment in primary education today shows
up in the acute lack of classrooms for grade 1 intake in the
urban areas and for glade 5 in rural areas. The coverage of
the education system is today definitely constrained by lack
of physical facilities, while the quality of education is
constrained by the lack of teaching materials.
In comparison with other sub-sectors of educational
expenditure, primary education has not done very well. Spend-
ing on secondary schools, especially capital spending proba-
bly entailing rising demands on the recurrent budget, has in -
creased forcefully during the beginning of the eighties and
the pressure is still on. The already resource- demanding uni -
versity has had its allocations increased during the eight-
ies, even measured as a share of what the principal sub-sec-
tors receive. Attempts have been made to cut down allowances
and bursaries, but instead even new departments have opened.
It seems the - primary education budget has been largely deter-
mined by how much has had to be paid for teachers' salaries.

Government re nse

Nobody is more acutely aware of the need for setting priori -
ties and searching for options than the government. In a num-
ber of ways problems have been described very explicitly and
radical solutions proposed, for some of which it certainly
will be difficult for the government to gain acceptance. The
government effectively follows two strategies: the transfer
of costs to the users or parents and increased cost- effi -
ciency.

The government has repeatedly declared primary education to
be its priority in terms of level of education. The extent to
which this actually has been so may be debated in view of how
actual expenditure has been distributed among the sub-sec -
tors. But it certainly is true to say that a great deal of
effort has been put into supporting a more general intake
into grades 8 and 9, both of which in government policy are
to be included in primary education. The considerably larger
space devoted to secondary and university education partly
reflects the greater scope for cost recovery and efficiency
that probably exists in these sectors, but it certainly also
reflects the great interest and political concern over these
sub-sectors among the dominant levels in Zambian society.
However, the government laudably states clearly that priority
is put in ensuring 100 percent enrollment in the age group 7 -
13, and ensuring 100 percent progression to grade 5.
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In the transfer of costs to users, a great deal of energy is
spent on finding ways to bring this about in secondary and
university education. The greatest savings can be achieved by
transferring responsibility or recovering expenditure on
boarding, transports and books. Some of these measures have
had to be retracted on account of strong opposition, but the
secondary school boarding fee was implemented, and many far -
reaching reforms are forthcoming, one of them being something
as radical as book rentals at post -primary levels.
Cost transfer in primary education must be seen against the
background of parents already spending considerable amounts.
Furthermore, the largest single expenditure, teachers'
salaries, will remain the responsibility of the government,
though there have been discussions on opening up possibili -
ties for local communities to contribute to these ends. The
costs which are "transferable" are in fact those that the
government anyway doesn't pay today: educational materials,
building and furnishing of classrooms. Cost shifts are there-
fore more in the nature of the mobilization of additional re-
sources. This may be possible.

TWO ways of accomplishing this are being discussed. One is
the institution of a general educational levy, to be handled
by the district councils. Though this may be an effective way
of avoiding losses in the central government machinery so
that a greater share of taxes may go to education, the large
variations in the strengths and capabilities of district ad-
ministrations may make this a less effective solution in
those places where it is most needed. However, the suggestion
which has been put forward in quite strong terms in the re-
cent economic recovery programme, deserves to be further ex-
plored.

The other way of mobilizing local resources is by way of al -
ready existing PTAS. There are suggestions of expanding the
PTAS into co-operatives, which would organize production, the
proceeds of which would go into financing the needs of a pri -
mary school. Though the rationale of keeping the influence
over extra mobilized resources close to the parents is ap-
pealing, it is doubtful whether it is more efficient to pro-
duce collectively in new organizational forms, rather than
each household contributing its share, either voluntarily,
much as today, or more compulsorily, closer to the form of a
school fee. In any case, what should be avoided is for such
prospective co-operatives to develop unnecessary resource-
consuming superstructures and for such productive activities
at school not to over-use the pupils as labour and thereby
detract from the teaching-learning process. However, a
strengthening of the PTAS in their ability to contribute is
something that definitely should be promoted. The government
is considering e.g. improved guidelines; allowing PTAS to re-
tain rent on community built housing; providing a per capita
grant as an incentive to the establishment of private insti -
tutions at all levels. Donors should consider how they could
support PTAS in self -help schemes.

As for cost efficiency the government is proposing a host of
actions, some of which are likely to be quite controversial
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in Zambia. Many concern the university and involve mainly the
rationalization of the non-teaching staff. The most important
one for primary education is the "elimination of wastage in
the use of teaching staff". This will involve a minimum
teaching load policy, effective distribution of teachers,
discontinuing paying salaries to non-working teachers, no
longer guaranteeing employment or salaries to teaching
spouses of personnel on transfer, all of which problems have
been serious, as has been emphasized earlier. Initial opposi -
tion from the strong teachers union seems to have been partly
overcome, as the economic constraints on the education sector
become all too apparent.

Efficiency measures that so far seem not to have been dis -
cussed by the government are the forms of production and dis -
tribution of educational materials and school furniture. This
will, however, be needed.

In sum, then, one may conclude that the government is fully
aware of the economic constraints facing the sector, and
that it is active in searching for real options for cost ef -
ficiency and cost recovery.

3.3 Donor regpgnse

There has been no co-ordinated response from the donors to
the development of the education sector during the present
economic crisis. As already mentioned educational support is
a small part of total foreign aid to Zambia (under 5 per-
cent), and the main parts of the educational assistance con-
sist of scholarships, higher - level teaching staff and re-
cently also a large investment in the university. Primary and
secondary education seem to get around 10- 15 percent each of
development aid for education.

With one major exception, donor funded programmes continue as
planned, without any specific changes due recent economic de-
velopments. The exception is the World Bank funded secondary
school construction and maintenance project which was sus-
pended when Zambia defaulted on its repayments to the Bank.
The few other donors stick with their commitments, but there
seem to be a general reluctance to get involved in new ones.
The exception to this may be the African Development Bank,
which is preparing support to the building of primary
schools.

Nordic aid seems to be the most relevant aid at present. Out-
side of it, there is large support in the form of a veteri -
nary faculty at the university funded by the Japanese, schol -
arship programmes funded mainly, but not only, by the
British, and some minor contribution from the multilaterals
UNDP and UNICEF.

NORAD has been co-financing the World Bank-supported sec -
ondary school maintenance programme. They are now in a worri -
some position because of the Bank decision to suspend its
support. NORAD has also made a small one- time contribution to
the SiDA-supported "SHAPE" project. NORAD has, however, made
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it clear they are not
the near future.
FINNIDA has indicated
volvement. At present
primary and secondary
The FINNIDA programme
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intending to enter any new projects in

a greater willingness to expand its in-
it is importing text books for both
schools, in co-ordination with SIDA.
has certainly the potential of being an

4.1

important contribution to the education sector in Zambia.

Sweden, however, still remains the most important contributor
to primary education. With the under-utilization of the rela-
tively large Swedish funds available, and the strong Swedish
commitment to support the sector and to reassess its involve-
ment in light of the economic development, there should be
considerable scope for Zambia to make important use of the
Swedish resources. -

(DNSTRAINTS ON FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Though there are important efficiency gains to be made in the
educational system in the short run, and even some additional
resources to be mobilized by shifting the burden of paying
for educational services to a larger extent towards parents
and local communities, nothing can make up for a lack of
growth in domestic production. Without increased income per
capita, the education sector will continue to suffer, with
serious long term repercussions on even the possibility for
the economy to grow and the increase in population naturally
to fall. Investments in human capital can be neglected only
at great peril in the longer term.

To assess the effects of economic crisis on the education in
a country - and how the educational crisis in turn affects
the economy - one would want to take recourse to some kind of
sensitivity analysis. Lacking this, the best one can do is to
analyse the constraints that slow economic growth poses for
the development of education. The following is a brief cut-
line of such constraints. The alm is not one of prediction,
therefore a judgment of the prospects of present economic
policies is not needed. The aim is to bring out the choices
of priority that have to be made within the education sector,
and how foreign support could most effectively be used during
a period of very slow, or even declining, growth in per
capita income.

External resource constraint
Even with the most efficient means of promoting exports, for -
eign exchange earnings will continue to grow very slowly at
best during coming years. The copper depletion means that the
one sure source of income will eventually run dry, it is said
already in 15-20 years. This raises formidable demands for
the transformation of the Zambian economy. Whatever policies
best promote this, it is clear that the supply of foreign ex-
change will remain short for the foreseeable future.
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This will actually come to be a greater difficulty for higher
levels of education, than for lower. What that may mean to
university education is difficult to say, but we are here
concerned mainly with primary education, which is not a big
user of foreign exchange. But, whatever it does use, cannot
be expected to come from the government. All imports must
come from external grants. The benefits of education cannot
be measured meaningfully in terms of future pay-offs in for -
eign currency. Therefore, loans, even highly concessional
ones, are not the most appropriate ways of financing espe-
cially primary education.

Government resource constraint

Real value of government expenditure can be maintained, not
to mention increased, only within a process of economic re-
form that involves a decreased budget deficit. The government
recognizes this explicitly in its recent economic recovery
programme, the Interim National Development Plan, which ef -
fectively covers 1988. The plan in fact makes projections for
a substantial cut in the budget deficit. However, this cut is
to be achieved exclusively by cutting interest payments to
foreign creditors. If we compare the plan projections.for the
recurrent budget deficit net of such interest payments for
1988 with the preliminary result for 1986 and estimates for
1987, we must conclude that the deficit actually grows con-
siderably. Even as the government presents its plans, the
budget deficit is more than 35 percent of revenues. This is
untenable in the long run, especially since new credits will
be short. The next budgets will have to cut on the real value
of wages, operational costs and subsidies. Even in this pre -
liminary 1988 budget, when recurrent expenditure net of for -
eign interest in fact increases by 28 percent and revenues
drop by jO percent (the latter due to the need of keeping the
copper mines financially viable at the revalued exchange
rate), real values of expenditure cannot be supported.

It is unclear how this immediately affects the education ex-
penditures. In the near future, which now seems to be quite
long, it is highly unlikely that the value of recurrent ex-
penditure could be maintained. What that means for primary
education is teachers' salaries and no more than salaries,
reduced in real value at that.

4.3 Local and private resource constraint

The government resource constraint means that the central
government is pressed to pass on costs, and not just educa-
tional costs, to the consumers of services. This can take
place directly, by way of fees, voluntary contributions or
simply by transferring the responsibility of securing educa-
tional materials, or it can take place indirectly by levying
a special tax to be handled by district councils. Such
changes can be correct in order for the government to be able
better to respond to demand for education: there are some ef -
ficiency gains to be won and it may be possible to mobilize
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additional resources if the parents see more exactly for what
purposes their income is spent or taxed.

These moves come at a time when, as stated earlier, the per
capita income in Zambia has declined. The prospects for in-
creased per capita income are not encouraging. So, costs are
passed on for private expenditure when the people can least
afford it. This is of course intrinsic to the problem; it has
to be that way. But, though parental initiative may be easy
to tap in the early phases of a crisis, this becomes in-
creasingly difficult as the crisis becomes more entrenched.
It is hardly possible to quantify, but it is clear that there
is a limit to what effectively can be transferred to private
expenditure. Only increased production and productivity can
solve this dilemma.

4 . 4 Investment constraint

4.5 ulation

What is true of general expenditure on education is even more
true of education investments. Lack of investment is already
becoming a severe constraint for even upholding past achieve-
ments in the sector.
For Zambia as a whole, the investment rate is too low for
sustained growth to be achievable. What resources exist for
investment should be used for productive purposes, which
would contribute to increased savings and investments. Given
the low utilization of present productive resources, that
should actually be achievable, with proper economic policy
reforms. Whatever these reforms are, it is clear that invest -
mont will go mainly - and correctly at least as regards do-
mestic resources to purposes which promise a quick pay-off,
or as the present government plan formulates this: "projects
with a high multiplier effect" and "short gestation period".
Education is certainly not such a project.

Effectively this means that the near future promises meagre
resources for investment in education.

With population growing at more than 3 percent annually, and
double that figure in already strained urban areas, the eco-
nomic constraints outlined above cannot but mean an education
sector in decline during a long time to come. Population
growth is for all practical purposes an independent variable
in the short term, and deserves therefore to be treated as
such. but for the longer perspective it must be remembered
that it has been shown that improved primary education goes
along with reduced mortality land morbidity) and nativity.

4 . 6 Political interests
Political interests should maybe be discussed in connection
with political will and priorities, but to a large extent
they are given and function as constraints. Expenditure on
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education reveals class structure, and Zambia is no excep-
tion. In Zambia differences in income are substantial. The
very high spending on secondary and university education
should be understood in view of this.

This class bias also explains why the expansion of secondary
schools has continued long after the crisis has become all
too apparent. It is likely that the same interests will con-
tinue to protect their stake in the state educational system,
and moreover, if necessary, to expand private facilities.
This tendency is already evident.

The class bias will become even more apparent as the govern-
ment continues to shift costs to the parents of primary
school pupils. Here, the rural/urban split will also become
more important. Maybe the most underprivileged today live in
urban slums. They may turn out to be a more politically ex-
pressive group than the rural poor are.

The demand for education is great among all classes. The "hu-
manistic" ideology in government policies has definitely
served to strengthen also the poor people in demanding educa-
tion. Education should be a right, but without a sufficient
economic base it cannot be honoured. The political conse-
quences of not being able to answer to the demand for educa-
tion should not be underestimated.

POLICY CBOICES - PRIORITIBS AND OPTIONS

What room for manoeuvre do the economic constraints, on the
one hand, and the demand of increasing numbers and political
pressure, on the other, leave? Priorities will have to be set
and realistic options sought out.

An evident priority to be made is the one between different
levels of education. As revealed by actual expenditure, gov-
ernment has put a great deal of emphasis on secondary and
university education, less so on primary education, continu-
ing education or vocational training. Higher levels of educa-
tion are also important, but in Zambia there is clear evi -
dence of educational unemployment. Qualification demands are
rising. When at the same time primary education coverage is
threatened and even literacy among children may be receding,
it is most urgent that increased priority be given to primary
education. Vocational and skills training is not much touched
upon in this report, but it is likely to be a field in need
of more resources if the Zambian economy is going to be able
to diversify and the widespread unemployment be reduced.

Primary education is easy to set up as a priority, it is more
difficult to back it up with actual expenditure, given the
strong societal forces at work supporting higher levels.
Whatever is achieved in terms of total resources for primary
education, priorities will also have to be set within it.
With limited resources, quantity will generally stand against
quality, the coverage of the system against its standards.
Even within each side of the duality, policy choices must be
made.
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As for the coverage of the primary schools, there are the
grade 1 and grade 5 intake bottlenecks, and we must also men-
tion the glade 8 intake bottleneck, as grades 8 and 9 have
become part of a planned nine year Basic Education. Leaving
the grade 8 problem aside, which however today is an impor-
tant one demanding considerable attention and resources, and
instead concentrating on what is usually meant by primary ed-
ucation, extending the coverage would to a large extent mean
the building of new classrooms. To some extent it may still
be met by administrative measures such as multi -grade
classes, double or triple shifts. However, it seems already
clear, that especially in urban and semi-urban areas, the
physical grade 1 intake bottleneck is very serious. With the
apparent availability of under-utilized teachers, priority on
coverage expansion might still be an option, even during eco-
nomic crisis. However, it would definitely hinge on parental
self -help and donor support.

On the qualitative side, we face two questions of priority:
how to use funds for teachers' salaries and how to use funds
for non-salary expenses. There seems not to be a realistic
question as to the balance between the two types: during eco-
nomic crisis salary payments will prevail. As for the priori -
ties within the two types, fortunately there exist efficiency
gains to be made.

The apparent and general over- staffing could be mitigated by
reducing the output of teachers. It is unclear whether new
teachers in fact demand additional government allocations for
salaries or whether the rate of nominal salary increase is
reduced to accommodate for the net increase in the number of
teachers. Over a number of years this may, however, be a
zero-sum development, with total teacher salary demand on
government expenditure not being able to increase. This
raises the question of how far you can let real wages fall
before the quality of education is severely affected. This
bottom seems however not yet to have been reached (though
with continued economic decline it certainly will be reached,
as it has been in other countries). Therefore, the option is
for a more efficient distribution of teachers and their uti -
lization by changing government employment regulations and
supporting quality and morale by giving better in- service
training and material facilities, both of which are suitable
fields for donor assistance.

It cannot be realistically expected that government finance
for material provisions - books, teaching aids, furniture
will be forthcoming. A large responsibility, however, rests
on the government to see that production and distribution
systems of material supplies work more efficiently. Donors
can import paper and even co-finance local costs in printing,
in furniture production, in self -help classroom building
schemes, but they can never make up for the apparent sub-op-
timality, even ineffectiveness, of present systems. With in -
creased donor support and appropriate bold reforms includ-
ing maybe privatization of production and decentralization of
distribution - the option is for better supplies and better
quality in education, even during economic crisis.
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Despite these encouraging possibilities, it cannot be evaded
that with a prolonged economic crisis and many considera-
tions point in that direction - a choice will finally have to
be made between sustained coverage and sustained quality.
This is actually not a choice, because education with a
steadily shrinking quality ceases to be meaningful. After a
certain stage, the quantitative outputs in the system will
have to give in. Yet the pressure for intake will remain, as
will the risk of government having to support an overextended
system. With a prolonged crisis there is no option for educa-
tion.

Donors cannot solve this problem. They can assist in the gen-
eral development of economies in crisis, as also their gov-
ernments must contribute to relieving some of the external
constraints faced by the developing economies. As far as the
support to the education sector goes, we have outlined sev-
eral ways donors can be of great assistance in providing more
resources, but this is generally dependent on the recipient
government promoting more efficient structures for the uti -
lization of present resources. Generally speaking, there is
scope for an increase in donor responsibility for recurrent,
foreign and local, non-salary expenditure. Teachers' salaries
remain the political responsibility of the government, as
they also remain the economic link to the education sector
carrying capacity of the national economy.

OPTIONS FOR SWEDISH ASSISTANCE

Against the above analysis of the education sector, the eco-
nomic constraints and the policy choices that are being made,
a quick review of the present Swedish programmes may look as
follows. The educational materials and school furniture pro-
grammes are very relevant. Expanded assistance is highly mo-
tivated, would certainly be additional to Zambian efforts,
but requires for effectiveness and efficiency structural re -
forms on the Zambian side, which, however, are difficult to
achieve. The teacher training/resource center programme (now
"SHAPE") is also highly relevant and suitable for donor fi -
nancing. Expansion, however, can only come with time as the
programme progresses. Special education is a field not
touched upon in this paper. In Zambia there seems to be an
advanced will and capability for programmes in this field.
The close cooperation with Sweden is here motivated on its
own grounds. The support to the two university departments is
being dismanted.

This means that with the present programmes, the allocated
funds to educational support in Zambia, around SEK 25m a
year, cannot be fully utilized. Utilization has run as low as
sO percent in recent years, reflecting the structural prob-
lems in the educational materials and school furniture pro-
grammes. Furthermore, the situation is not such that it is
possible to easily support primary education during the pre -
sent economic crisis by expanding expenditure in other areas.

Where this would seem to be most easily the case is to con -
tribute to the financing of teachers' salaries, by far the
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most heavy burden for the government. It is, however, first
of all very clear that the government does not want this type
of assistance. Government service is part of government re-
sponsibility and should remain so. Teachers constitute a
large part of government employment and their terms of em-
ployment are by no means uncontroversial. It is, then, sec-
ondly, not advisable for donors to get involved in such re-
sponsibilities as quasi-employers. Thirdly, there is the im-
portant question of additionality. Teachers' salaries have
been consistently paid and raised, though not enough to keep
up with inflation. The commitment seems to be very high on
the government side to continue with this. It is by no way
certain that some kind of donors' teacher salary fond would
be a net contribution. In addition, the actual overemployment
among teachers does not warrant additional funds before regu-
lations have been changed so as to reduce unnecessary spend-
ing or increase utilization of teaching staff.
The question of additionality is quite important. Primary ed-
ucation does not command even a majority of educational funds
in Zambia. Available funds would in principle allow larger
allocations to the sub-sector. The very evident bias towards
higher levels of education seems, however, not to be easily
changed. While the primary system already has hit a practical
rock bottom as far as government allocations are concerned -
keeping its coverage only because of the strength of demand
and by steadily reducing quality inputs - today, even sec-
ondary and university education are the targets for measures
of cost recovery and efficiency.

The government has an important responsibility in reducing
under-utilization and inefficiencies in the teacher employ-
ment, and educational materials and school furniture provi -
sion structures. Should the latter be achieved, there is
Scope for additional Swedish resources to be spent for that
purpose. But Sweden could also assist in reducing the ineffi -
ciencies by supporting planning, monitoring and coordinating
at different levels, ministerial, regional, district and in -
dividual school levels. In- service training for ad-
ministrators, inspectors and head masters.seems to be an im-
portant field for support. To support quality, in - service
training of teachers, rather than educating more teachers,
seems to be a further, surely additional, potential area of
support for Swedish aid.
Another possibility for use of Swedish funds should be
brought forward, though it at first reflection would not seem
a likely area for support during a structural economic cri -
sis. That is the support to self -help initiatives for the
construction of classrooms. There is no central help forth -
coming (except possibly through the ADB) and it would not be
necessary for the government recurrent costs to be increased
along with such an expansion. There are well developed ways
of providing self -help schemes with additional local building
materials in a way which still mobilizes extra resources from
the local community. Support to such an expansion should,
however, be very carefully considered, as selfhelp schemes
clearly fall under local responsibility and foreign inputs
only facilitate, not replace, local initiatives.
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Finally, though some of the conclusions of this report are
quite positive as to how the education system has managed
during the present crisis, and as to what the possibilities
of increasing efficiency within the system are for a modest
increase in the physical base of the educational system not
to overburden the carrying capacity of the national economy
and the government finances, the fundamental structural prob-
lem remains: if Zambia cannot break out of the economic cri -
sis, the educational structures cannot be upheld.
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ZAHBIA - STATISTICAL SUMHARY

753,000 km2

1980 (actual) 1985 (estimated) 2000 (projected)
5.66m 6.72m 11.83m

Growth rate: Total 3.5 per cent (1980 - 85)
Urban 6.7 per cent (1969 - 80)
Rural 1.1 per cent (1969- 80)

Structure: Under 15 years of age - 49 per cent (1980)
Dependency: 107 (1980)
Urbanization: 48 per cent (1984)

Annex 4

QUE (in US dollars) 1983 1984
Total 3,620m 3,020m
Per capita 580

Growth rates *) 1973-85
Total 0.5 per cent

470

1985
2,620m

400

Per capita - 2.0 per cent

Foreign Debt (in US dollars)
Total 4,627m (on 31 Dec. 1985)
Debt servicing 887m (1986, projected)

Foreign trade (in Zambian Kwacha)
1985

Total goods and services: Exports 2,517m
Imports 1,761m (+1.073m in invisibles)

Forei n Exchan e Rate (Zambian Kwacha per US dollar)

1982 1983 1984 1985(Oct) 1986(Oct} 1987(Apr)
US$1.00 0.93 1.25 1.79 6.25 12.30 c.21.00

Government expenditure
Total as % of GDP
Capital as % of Total
Growth rate *) 1974-54

Performance of Minerals
as % of GDP
as % of export earnings
as % of government revenue

Domestic inflation

1976 1980 1984
50.0 54.1 30.1
35.0 34.7 12.3

1985
34.5
12.7

1976
1980
1983
1985

- 5.7 per cent (recurrent expenditure)

1964 -70 1980 1985
44 16
95 96
59 5

Low income group
24.5 per cent
11.1 per cent
23.5 per cent
58.3 per cent

14
94
13

High income group
21.4 per cent
9.9 per cent

19.2 per cent
56.4 per cent

*) In constant terms
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Annex 5

EDUCATIONBL BXPENDITURES IN RELATION TO GROSS DOHBSTIC PRODUCT AND GQVERNMBNT
BXPENDITURES

AT CURRENT PRICES

Gross Domestic Product

GDP (K'million)
GDP per capita (Kwacha)

Government enditure

1975

1583.4
323.8

K'million
Total Expenditure 855.04
Recurrent Expenditure 609.47
Capital Expenditure 245.57
Routine Running Costs *) 259.28

Education Egpenditure £K'million}
Total Expenditure
Recurrent Expenditure
Capital Expenditure

Percenta e RelationshiDs

Tor Gov't EXP/GDP
Tot Education EXP/GDP
Tot Educn Exp/Total Gov't
Rec Educn/Recurr Gov't
Rec Educn/Rout.Run.costs
Capitl Educn/capitl Gov't

AT CONSTANT 1977 PRICES

GDP (K'million)
Per capita GDP (Kwacha)
Tot Education Expenditure
Tot Education EXP/GDP

98.01
75.41
22.60

54.00
6.19

11.46
12.37
29.08
9.20

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

1980

3063.6
539.4

1657.57
1081.97
575.60
449.63

128.25
119.91

8.34

54.10
4.19
7.74

11.09
26.67

1.45

2010.7
354.0
93.48
4.65

Source: Kelly, M.J. (1987) The Impact of
in Zambia 1975-1985. P37.

1983

4181.2
672.2

1475.93
1250.01
225.92
710.58

224.96
208.57

16.40

35.30
5.38

15.24
16.69
29.35
7.26

1821.0
292.8
110.76

6.08

1984

4931.0
768.1

1484.63
1302.55
182.08
775.42

249.18
229.34

19.85

30.11
5.05

16.78
17.61
29.58
10.90

1902.0
296.3
111.39

5.86

1985

6332.1
942.3

2184.33
1906.47
277.86
994.36

293.19
272.40
20.79

34.50
4.63

13.42
14.29
27.39
9.86

1953.7
290.7
119.43

6.11

Economic Hardship on Education

*) Routine Running costs = Personal Emoluments; Recurrent Departmental Charges;
Giants and other Payments
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ANALYSIS OF RECURRENT EXPENDITURE AT PRIHARY SCHOOL LEVEL BY REGION AND
FUNCTION, 1985 AND 1986

1985 Eggenditure: 117,883@909

Annex 6

Function Teachers
Salaries
85 86

1986 E enditure: 157 422 909

Allowances
+ Benefits

85 86

Office
Services
85 86

Student
Requisites

85 86

Total

Central
Copperbelt
Eastern
Lusaka
Luapula
Northern
North/west
Southern
Western

Zambia

10.2
17.1
8.9

12.2
6.7

12.1
6.1

12.4
6.7

92.3

10.8
19.1
8.5

10.7
5.3

11.9
5.3

13.1
7.2

91.8

0.4
0.9
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.1

3.3

0.4
0.8
0.1
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.4
1.0
0.2

4.3

0.3
1.0
0.1
0.6
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.1

2.6

0.3
1.8
0.03
1.1
0.1
0.3
0.03
0.4
0.1

4.0

Source: Calculated from NCDP (1986-1987) Estimates
Expenditure. Government Printers. Lusaka

0.02
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.2

1.9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
jJ

()

10.9/11.5
19.4/21.7
9.4/ 8.6

13.3/12.3
7.4/ 5.7

12.5/12.6
6.4/ 5.7

13.5/14.4
7.1/ 7.5

100.0/100.0

of Revenue and
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PUBLIC ANNUAL COST PER STUDENT AT DIFFERENT LEVELS
OF EDUCATION, 1979-84

(At 1984 Constant Prices, Kwacha)

Annex 7

Sector 1979

Primary 109.28

Secondary 559.11

Teacher
Training 1,679.90

Technical
Education 3,365.85

Bursaries 1,154.34

University
Grant- in-Aid 6,510.29

University
including 7,664.63
Bursaries

1980

102.59

557.45

1,640.28

3,207.92

1,180.11

6,613.21

7,793.33

1981

102.28

512.12

1,681.71

3,343.39

2,625.42

8,098.39

1982

121.45

556.77

2,172.89

3,567.03

2,039.56

10,982.09

10,723.81 13,021.65

1983

101.82

456.20

1,525.58

3,013.66

2,944.79

7,059.32

10,004.11

1984

80.46

376.47

1,374.17

2,798.19

1,571.34

6,661.86

8,233.20

SÖUYC91 KEllY, M.J. et al (1986). The Provision of Education for All.
UNZA. Lusaka.
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PER CAPITA EXPENDITURE ON PRIHARY SCHOOL PUPILS 1981-84

Annex 8

Provinna

Lusaka
Copperbelt
Central
Northern
Western
Eastern
Luapula
North-western
Southern

Zambia

1981

1.52
0.96
1.69
1.20
2.04
1.54
2.23
0.68
1.47

1.42

1982

1.62
2.62
2.15
0.90
4.08
2.32
4.36
5.18
2.31

2.63

1983

1.58
1.31
1.74
0.96
2.02
1.58
1.87
3.88
1.43

1.62

1984

1.05
1.68
1.26
0.78
2.07
1.31
2.38
3.09
3.08

1.76

Average
1981-84

1.42
1.65
1.70
0.95
2.54
1.68
2.70
3.27
2.09

1.86

Source: Calculated from ERIP Report (1987).
Lusaka.

University of Zambia.
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Annex 9

FOREIGN AID TO EDUCATION BY S~TUS FUNCEION AND AGENCY 1986 lIN KWACHA)

AMOUNT
Agencx

SIDA
SIDA
SIDA
SIDA
SIDA
SIDA
CIDA
CIDA
NORAD
IBRD
IBRD
IBRD
ADB
EEC

Donor

3 ,400 ,000
940 .000
500 , 000
700 , 000

3 ,900 .000
300 , 000
80,000

3 , 500 ,000
9,400,000

338,000
10,000,000
6,000,000
5 , 100 , 000
2 , 750 ,000

GRZ

100 , 000

2 , 350 , 000
507 , 600

3 , 000 , 000
2 , 000 , 000

900 , 000
600 , 000

Aid Status

Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Loan
Loan
Loan
Loan

Function

Staff Development
Teacher Tr-special Ed
Repairs + improvements
Resource Centres
MGEC-Planning Unit
Special Education
Tech Educ + Vocir
UNZA-agric School
Maintenance programme
ZEpiu- Administration
Educ Project- !
Maintenance Programme
Educ Project-i
ZANSTEP

Source: NCDP (1987) Estimates of revenue and Expenditure.
Government Printers.
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Central
Copperb
Eastern
Lusaka
Luapula
North
North/w
South
Western

Zambia

Source:

86

PRINARY SCHOOL EXPANSION BY ENROLLHENT

Annex 10

CLASSES AND TEACHERS IN SELECTED YEARS

1975

75327
191590

9673
81428
70032

112683
45395

121744
77440

683912

ENROLLMENT

80

98531
229390
108301
111534
79212

133448
51814

144851
84857

86

139421
305368
135861
161078
92262

170436
77535

180530
103429

1974

1846
4965
2513
1843
1747
2874
1174
3024
2071

1021938 1365920 21787

Calculated from MGEC Reports

CLASSES TEACHERS

80

2361
5422
2839
2330
1967
3365
1359
3569
2247

25459

86

3526
6757
3567
3095
2671
4159
2226
4460
2754

32915

1975-1986.

1975

777
2175
876
815
696

1062
495

1344
924

9164

80

2042
4601
2129
2191
1720
2514
1078
2964
1933

21172

Lusaka.

85

2893
6271
2665
3254
2142
3176
1475
3579
2239

27694

86

3300
6190
3205
3145
2161
3333
1790
4174
2543

29841
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DISTRIBUTION OF PRINARY AND SBCDNDARY SCHOOLS BY REGION AND TYPB:1985

Annex 11

SECONDARY SCHOOLS PRIMARY SCHOOLS

REGION GOVERNMENT AIDED SELF-HELP PRIVATE TOTAL

Copperbelt
Kabwe
Lusaka
Southern
Luapula
Northern
Eastern
North-western
Western

Zambia

23
8

11
7
6

1()
9
41

'7

£355

3
1
3

212

2
3
1
1
;2

2123

Source: Kaluba, L.H. (1986)

7
7
el

£5

13

£5

13

13

lil

41 23

Education

1 ].

4
123

€4

1
].

1.

1.

J.

23 '7

in Zambia:

4141 ;2 E5'7

2!(J ;Z €9 5!

2i 1. ].!5 £5

;!53 4l£3£3

].;! IZESI3

;Z() £544 3
].43 44 £544

£9 1Z'744

1.44 23 23 '7

1.S!I3 3055

the problem of access
to Schooling and the paradox of the private School Solution.
Com arative Education Vol. 22, No 2.
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PRIHARY SCHOOL TEACHERS BY CATEGORY AND REGION: 1985

Annex 12

Trained
ZAMBIANS

Untrained
NON-ZAMBIANS

Trained Untrained

Central
Copperbelt
Eastern
Lusaka
Luapula
Northern
North/west
Southern
Western

Zambia

1,264
2,337
1,528
1, 103
1,381
1,832

936
2,039
1,341

13,761

1, 058
2 ,889

711
1 , 784

464
801
322

1,455
771

1,255

366
458
113

22
149
130
168
122

64

1 , 592

188
330
117
21

101
156
69

131
123

1,236

13
46

5
28

1
7

11
8

119

15
125

5
123

1
1
7

12
2

291

5
1

2
1

2
1

12

15
2

18

1

36

2,924
6,188
2,479
3,101
2,098
2,927
1,515
3,769
2,301

27,302

Source: MGEC (1986) Planning Unit. Lusaka.
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1987-07- 17

STUDY OF EDUCATION SUPPORT TO HDZAHBIOUE AND ZAHBIA IN A PERIOD OF ECDNOHIC
CRISIS - TERMS OF REFERENCE

1

2

3

BACKGROUND

OBJBCTIVES

TASKS

The economic crisis in African countries South of the Sahara
has worsened over the past few years. Both Zambia and
Mozambique have been badly affected, and in both Structural
Adjustment Programmes are being implemented. These include
priority attention to productive sectors, at times at the
expense of the social sectors. These are thereby hit twice -
once by the crisis itself, and again by their low priority
rating when funds for recurrent costs and development are re-
allocated.
In both countries, the education sector has been badly af -
fected. Local administration has been cut down, capital in-
vestment almost stopped, innovatory activities declined, and
other recurrent funding pared to the bone. For example,
Mozambique after a large devaluation, is cutting its educa-
tion budget by around twenty per cent.

In this situation, it is important to study whether Swedish
assistance is really meeting the most pressing needs and
helping the education sectors survive until better times
come.

OF THE STUDY

The study should look at the possible consequences of the
Present economic crisis for the survival and development of
the education sector, and identify the system's most pressing
needs.

It should analyse whether and how Swedish assistance to the
sector could be adapted to serve these needs optimally.

The study should serve as an input to the forthcoming sector
review discussions.

The consultancy shall include:

a review of the domestic (government and local) resources,
both development and recurrent, made available to the edu-
cation sector in past years;

- a study on the utilization of these resources;
- a description of the qualitative and quantitative conse-

quences for the education sector of the economic crisis;
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an analysis of the implications of financial and other re-
strictions for the education sector over the next five
years;

an analysis of options available to counteract the effects
of the crisis, and a review of existing and possible donor
inputs;

a discussion of ways of using Swedish resources to assist
the education sector and of the long- term implications of
using Swedish resources to meet recurrent costs.

EXECU'rION

The study shall be carried out in close cooperation with the
Ministries of Education and of Finance. The SIDA teams will
include expertise in the areas of both education and eco-
nomics. The joint on-site study is expected to be concluded
over the period of two weeks, on the basis of advance ground-
work to be done by the recipient governments and of the in -
clusion in the work-teams of people familiar with the coun-
tries' educational and governmental systems. Thereafter, the
teams will meet to discuss and consider their final recommen-
dations regarding Swedish assistance to education in a period
of economic crisis.

ADVANCE PRBPARATION

Advance preparation by the recipient governments for the
work- teams' visit shall include:

A . Collection and presentation of statistics and figures on the
size, distribution and utilization of the education sector
budget each year from 1981 to 1986,

1 . by type of expenditure for the total system, for the primary
education sub- system and for primary teacher training

administration, including administrators' salaries, travel
and inspection, etc;

other recurrent, including teacher salaries, teacher train -
ing, boarding costs, textbook subsides, etc;

innovatory, including pilot and experimental programmes,
research and development, institutional development, etc;

ca - ital, including school construction, expansion and main-
tenance, furnishing and equipment, vehicles, etc.

2 . by target level for expenditure

proportion, amounts, and per capita expenditure distributed
across the five principal subsystems over the 1981 - 1986
time- period, viz:
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1) General education - primary level (1-7)
- secondary level (8-12)

2) Technical secondary education
3) Adult education
4) Teacher training
5) Higher education

by sources of financing
- immediate: fees, charges, voluntary contributions, and jo-

cal subsidization;

national: reattribution of revenues and taxes and alloca-
tion of subsidies to the education sector;

- extranational: international bilateral and multilateral
credits, loans and donations.

Presentation of national currrent and future priorities and
policies with regard to education on how to respond to the
crisis, including inter alia:
1. reduction of personnel as well as personnel expenses;

2. reduction of expenses by alternative organizational
forms;

3. cutting back on specific educational sectors or levels;

4. interrupting long- term innovation and development plans;

5. levels and activities seen as absolute priority.

Presentation of strategies of international agencies to ad-
just support to the education sector to meet the financial
crisis including:

1. priority areas of financing or investment;

2. financing mechanisms;

3. indication of existing externally financed projects which
should be abandoned or continued.
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